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Abstract

RACIAL SOCIALIZATION IN A BLACK-WHITE INTERRACIAL FAMILY IN VIRGINIA

By Rebecca R. Hubbard, M.S.

A dissertation submitted in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of Doctor of
Philosophy at Virginia Commonwealth University

Virginia Commonwealth University, 2012
Director: Shawn O. Utsey, Ph.D.
Professor of Psychology and African American Studies
Department of Psychology

The Black-White biracial population is the largest and fastest growing subgroup of
multiracial individuals in the United States. Despite substantial research literature on the positive
relationship between Black racial identity and psychological wellbeing, Black-White biracial
individuals are underrepresented in studies that provide evidence for this relationship. Root
(1998) put forward an Ecological Metamodel of Biracial Identity, comprised of several factors
related to contextual (e.g. class, regional history of race-relations, parental identity, extended
family) and intra-psychic processes (e.g. social skills, coping skills). The ecological metamodel
served as the theoretical framework for the current study.
This study is a comprehensive investigation of the ecological system of one Black-White
interracial family living in Virginia. Using an ethnographic research design, race-related
messages delivered in environmental contexts (e.g. school, community, and home) and racial
socialization messages received by Black-White biracial individuals were examined. The family
recruited for this study consisted of four members: a White mother, a Black father, a 15 year-old

male, and an 11 year-old female. Over the course of 6 months, the researcher conducted
individual interviews with nuclear and extended family members; administered the White Racial
Identity Attitudes Scale, the Multidimensional Inventory of Black Identity, the African Home
Environment Inventory, and a genogram exercise; and engaged in participant observation and
direct observation of the family in the home and at community events. Using an interpretive
phenomenological analysis, themes were identified within and between data sources. Results
revealed that parents communicate that race is not as important as other characteristics of an
individual (e.g. honesty, work ethic). The majority White community environments frequently
communicated stereotypes of Blacks and that the children are “different.” The children expressed
differences in their racial identities, which is related to significant race-related events and
perhaps gender effects. Because of the differing community and home race-related messages, the
findings demonstrate the importance of understanding racial identity in multiple environmental
contexts, which is particularly important for clinical applications for Black-White interracial
families and Black-White biracial individuals in therapy. Future studies should explore possible
reasons for gender differences in Black-White biracial identity and the interaction between
socioeconomic status and race-related messages.

Racial Socialization in a Black-White Interracial Family in Virginia
Resolving issues of identity and self-concept throughout the life-span are developmental
tasks that, if mastered successfully, have been shown to be positively associated with wellbeing
(Dhar, Sen, Basu, 2010; La Guardia, 2009; Jetten, Haslam, Pugliese, Tonks, Haslam, 2010;
Palen, Coatsworth, 2007; Sharma & Sharma, 2010;). There is also evidence to support that
resolving issues of identity in specific domains such as sexual identity (Muise, Preyde,
Maitland, Milhausen, 2010; Sánchez, Westefeld, Liu, Vilain, 2010) or employment and career
identity (Luyckx, Duriez, Klimstra, & De Witte, 2010) increases wellbeing and quality of life.
As one of the specific domains of identity development, a meta-analysis conducted by Smith and
Silva (2011) revealed that there is a growing body of literature supporting the influence of ethnic
and racial identity on wellbeing. The authors found evidence for this association across a variety
of ethnicities. However, the question of racial identity development for biracial individuals is
not represented in this review.
More attention in the media and in psychological research has been devoted to the
importance of acknowledging biracial individuals as distinct from monoracial individuals and
exploring their processes of identity development. For one, the 2000 Census allowed individuals
to choose “two or more races” in the demographics section for the first time in the history of the
United States (Herman, 2004). The 2010 Census showed a 133% increase in the population that
endorsed Black and White ancestry, making Black-White biracial individuals the largest
multiple-race combination (U.S. Census, 2010). In addition, public attention to the experience of
biracial individuals has increased through President Obama, the first President of African
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ancestry in the United States and media coverage such as “Black or White: Kids on Race” on
CNN.
For people of biracial heritage, negotiating their racial and ethnic identity comes with
added challenges (Herman, 2004; Root, 1999). The key contributing factor to the complexity of
developing a biracial identity is the historical context of the United States and the importance of
racial classification and labels. Specifically for people of African ancestry, the question “Who is
Black?” has been an important question to answer (Omi & Winant, 1994). Choosing a label of
“Black” (or having a label chosen by others) has historically had personal, political, and
economic significance. Socially and politically sanctioned methods of classification such as the
“one-drop rule,” which holds that if a person has one Black ancestor, he or she is Black, have
limited the ways Black-White biracial individuals have been permitted to identify (Mangum,
1940). Despite the political acceptance of choosing a multiracial label, the “one-drop-rule”
persists in modern American culture and is enforced by both African American and White
communities (Fordham, 2010; Khanna & Johnson, 2010).
Researchers have attempted to understand the experience of Black-White biracial
individuals to inform clinical work and research practices. Early conceptualizations of biracial
identity development in the U.S. have explained the process through developmental, stage-like
models (Kerwin & Ponterotto, 1995; Poston, 1990). More recently, conceptualizations have
relied on ecological models that emphasize environmental influences on biracial identity
development (Rockquemore & Brunsma, 2002; Root, 1999) across the lifespan. Hence, in
attempts to understand and explore the experience of biracial individuals, many researchers have
turned to their parents: interracial couples. Interracial marriages have increased six-fold since
2

the 1960’s (Pew Research Center, 2012). Marriages between Black and White individuals have
increased threefold between 1980 and 2008, independent of socioeconomic status (Qian &
Lichter, 2011). Consequently, the proportion of biracial individuals is expected to continue to
increase. However, our understanding of biracial identity development and the racial
socialization processes that take place in interracial families is still in its beginnings.
Investigations have been conducted that explore biracial identity development and have
identified factors that influence this process for biracial individuals. Root’s (1999) ecological
metamodel, for example, includes a variety of contextual (e.g. class, regional history of racerelations, parental identity, extended family, community, friends) and intrapsychic factors (e.g.
temperament, social skills, coping skills) that play a role in a biracial individuals’ racial and
ethnic identity. Other research has substantiated the importance of the factors she identified (e.g.
Herman, 2004; Miville, Constantine, Baysden, So-Lloyd, 2005; Rockquemore & Brunsma,
2002).
Now that factors that are critical to understanding racial identity development have been
identified, research questions can explore how these factors are interpreted by biracial
individuals and their interracial families. In an effort to understand the complexity of the biracial
experience and processes of racial identity and racial socialization, many researchers have relied
either on biracial individuals themselves (Clinton, 2006; Herman, 2004; Miville et al., 2005;
Root, 1998) or on interracial couples (Root, 2001; Rosenblatt, Karis & Powell, 1995) as their
unit of analysis.
In order to adequately assess and capture the experience of biracial individuals, the
choice of methodology is immensely important as it should be sensitive to the early stage of
3

knowledge in this area. Certainly, there is scientific value to large scale studies. However, more
exclusive methodologies (e.g., ethnographies or case studies) have the potential to provide a lens
that is more likely to capture the complexity illustrated in Root’s model, than methodologies that
aim at understanding an individual in a restricted context. Studies that investigate restricted
factors that influence development (e.g. only racial socialization messages from parents) neglect
the multi-layered, interactive environment that biracial individuals develop in. Existing literature
has made assumptions about the impact of more distal factors (regional history of race-relations,
policy, and socioeconomic status) on the individual and the family unit. The purpose of this
study is to examine multiple contexts concurrently, as opposed to focusing on selected
environmental variables. The in-depth analysis proposed in this study has the potential to
increase our understanding of the complex and ecologically multi-leveled experience of BlackWhite biracial individuals.
Definition of Terms
The literature has struggled to reach consensus regarding the terms used to describe
biracial individuals and their families. The following definitions are provided to clarify the terms
used for this study.
Race
This term suggests categories of based on physical features such as skin color, hair type, height,
and body proportions that are encoded genetically. Historically, the term included social
categories of “Indians, Blacks, and Whites” (Smedley & Smedley, 2005, pg. 19). Race is
sometimes used synonymously with culture or ethnicity (Smedley & Smedley, 2005). The author
will attempt to be sensitive to the difference between race and culture for this project.
4

Biracial
"A person who is a product of a union where in one parent is of one race
(e.g. White) and the other parent is of another race (e.g. Black)" (Gibbs & MoskowitzSweet, 1991, p. 579). In the proposed research project, the term “Black-White biracial” will be
used to describe biracial people with one White and one Black parent.
Multiracial
Refers to people who are of two or more racial heritages. It is an inclusive term to refer to people
across all possible combinations of racial and ethnic heritage. Consequently, this term also
includes biracial people (Root, 1996, p. xi).
Monoracial
This term refers to people who claim a single racial heritage. The term also represents a system
of racial classification that promotes distinct racial groups (Root, 1996, p. x).
Interracial
For this study, the term refers to a relationship (marriage) between a socially defined White and
Black person (O'Donoghue, 2000, p. 12).
Purpose of the Current Study
The purpose of this study is to advance the knowledge and understanding of racial
socialization in Black-White interracial families. Even though ecological theories have been
shown to be useful in understanding the experience of Black-White biracial individuals and their
families, a review of the literature did not reveal investigations that assessed all levels of the
ecological system. Thus, the knowledge base concerning how biracial individuals make meaning
from and interpret their environment, especially race-related messages is limited. A
5

comprehensive understanding of the mechanisms and interactions between ecological systems
and the messages regarding race received in each system (e.g. parental messages versus peer
messages; parental messages versus school messages) is currently absent in the literature.
Consequently this study was designed to provide a comprehensive investigation of the
ecological system of one Black-White interracial family living in Virginia. The goal of the
project is to exhaust all possible sources of information and systems that the family comes in
contact with. Subsequently, the researcher will explore the interaction of the racial socialization
messages delivered by each component of the system and received and interpreted by the biracial
individual.
Review of Related Literature
This literature review summarizes the relevant literature on biracial identity development
and racial socialization in Black-White interracial families. A brief historiography of racial
classification is provided to set the historical context for the complexity of the questions of this
research project. The historical overview is followed by a review of biracial identity
development models, emphasizing models and research used to support ecological frameworks.
Lastly, the literature concerning racial socialization in Black-White interracial families is
reviewed. The literature search revealed only limited studies that explicitly investigated racial
socialization in Black-White interracial families. However, studies conducted with interracial
couples often include questions of racial socialization messages to children, even if these
questions are not the focus of the study, and thus are included in this review.
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History of Racial Classification in the U.S.
Anthropologists agree that race is socially constructed, meaning that the racial categories
that have been created by society are not genetically discrete, are not measured reliably, and are
not scientifically meaningful (Lynn & Parker, 2006; Smedley & Smedley, 2005).Yet, the
ideology surrounding racial categories has had such a pervasive impact on social stratification
and oppression that the constructs cannot be ignored.
The concept of race in the U.S. began with the arrival of White Europeans on the
continent by making distinctions between themselves and the Native Americans (Russell, Wilson
& Hall, 1992). The concept was solidified with the institution of slavery for people of African
descent. During a history of immigration of a variety of groups, the most important racial
distinction remains between Black and White (Smedley & Smedley, 2005). Racial categories
have been used in government documents (e.g. the Census) and the general population to label
groups of people. Attached with these labels, assumptions were made that described certain
racial groups, especially Blacks, as inferior to other racial groups. The labels result in
discrimination and inequality against Persons of Color (Gollnick & Chinn, 2006).
As a result of the importance of the distinction between Black and White groups,
interracial marriages were legally and socially discouraged. However, “race mixing” still
occurred, and spurred formulation of the “one-drop-rule” to maintain the illusion of distinct
categories (Smedley & Smedley, 2005). “Race-Mixing” in the U.S. was common as early as the
1600s between Native Americans, people of African descent, and White Americans. The most
controversial mixing was between White masters and enslaved Africans. The racial classification
of their children was heavily laden with consequences, where lighter skin equaled higher status
7

(Russell et al., 1992). There were geographic variations in the policies used to determine a
biracial child’s race. In the North and upper South, the “one-drop rule” was routinely used to
classify people. South of South Carolina, biracial people created a “buffer” between White and
Black populations and people of biracial status often discriminated against people who were
classified as Black to maintain the privileges that their lighter skin afforded them. Before the
Civil War, slave masters routinely held social functions called “quadroon balls,” which were
held to auction off mixed race enslaved female Africans (“quadroon” expressing that the
individual was one quarter of African descent) (Russell et al., 1992). Civil War pressures forced
the two tier system back, and reinstated the one-drop rule. Before the Civil War the one-drop
rule was an informal norm. Segregation laws made it necessary to legally codify the one-drop
rule (Mangum, 1940). Along with the one-drop rule, the laws that prohibited interracial marriage
were enforced. Over a century after the Civil War, on June 12, 1967, the U.S. Supreme Court
ruled the case of Loving v. State of Virginia and decided that laws prohibiting interracial
marriage were unconstitutional (Brown, 1989-1990). Since this ruling interracial marriages have
increased six-fold (Pew Research Center, 2012).
Even today, when many government documents allow individuals to choose “two or
more races” since the 2000 Census, the majority of the U.S. population still operates under the
“one-drop rule” formally, and informally (Khanna & Johnson, 2010). As a result of the
importance of racial classification and the history of racism and oppression, Black-White biracial
individuals living in the U.S. may experience discrimination and racism from White mainstream
society, as they are classified as Black and often phenotypcially fit into the “Black category.” In
addition, Black-White biracial individuals may experience bigotry from monoracial Black
8

Americans for choosing a biracial label, as this is not a socially sanctioned way to identify in
many (but not all) contexts (Rockquemore & Brunsma, 2002). In addition, they may experience
their identity differently from both of their parents and from their siblings. Their biracial identity
challenges the history and ideology that racial categories are clear and distinct (Williams, 1999).
Hence, researchers have turned to understanding their experience of forming an identity and the
influence biracial identity has on adjustment and wellbeing.
Given the distinct historical trajectory of race-relations, legislation, and relationship
between Black and White populations in the U.S., the racial identity development of BlackWhite biracial individuals is unique. Other biracial individuals of different racial backgrounds
(e.g. Black and Asian or Asian and White) negotiate their identities in a different historical frame
than Black-White biracial individuals. Because of the unique history of these two specific
groups, it is important to investigate the identities and experiences of Black-White biracial
individuals separately from the experiences of other biracial individuals. Many important studies
have explored biracial identity for a variety of different backgrounds (e.g. Root, 1999, Miville, et
al., 2005). However, some evidence suggests that the identity development process and
experience for Black-White biracial individuals is different than for biracial individuals of other
racial backgrounds (e.g. Black-Asian biriacial, White-Asian biracial) (Lou, Lalonde, & Wilson,
2011; Townsend, Fryberg, Wilkins, & Markus, 2012).
Current Trends in the Literature
A review of the literature concerning biracial individuals conducted by Miville (2005)
revealed approximately 30 published studies focusing on the experience of biracial individuals.
Miville notes that the literature is concerned largely with issues of adjustment and psychological
9

functioning of these individuals (e.g. self-esteem and wellbeing) and identity development. The
studies reviewed include literature with biracial individuals from diverse backgrounds.
Edwards and Pedrotti (2008) conducted a review of six major counseling journals
(Journal of Counseling Psychology, Journal of Counseling & Development, The Counseling
Psychologist, Professional Psychology: Research and Practice, Cultural Diversity and Ethnic
Minority Psychology, and Journal of Multicultural Counseling and Development) on the topic of
multiracial issues. Additional criteria for articles that were included in the review were that (1)
biracial or multiracial individuals were the focus of the study, and (2) the article had to address
some aspect of psychological functioning. Of the 18 studies identified, eight studies were
focused on biracial groups other than Black-White biracial individuals. Hence, the findings of
this study suggest that merely ten articles have been published in major counseling journals that
have explored psychological concerns of Black-White biracial individuals.
A review conducted by Williams (2009) focused on the literature of biracial individuals
in school revealed that there is a need to determine how issues of biracial identity and racial
categorization influence the educational experiences of biracial students. Further, Williams
(2009) encourages researchers to explore teachers’ perceptions of Black-White biracial students
and the influence of those perceptions on their expectations for academic and social
performance.
Importance of Racial Identity for Psychological Functioning
The focus of the current study is on the process of racial socialization and hence is aiming
to contribute to the literature concerned with identity development. However, a brief overview of
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the literature on psychological adjustment of biracial individuals is necessary to emphasize the
importance of this work.
A common assertion about the psychological functioning of biracial people is that they
are maladjusted and confused (Miville, 2005, pg. 299). Miville (2005) states that the evidence for
the validity of this notion is inconclusive. There is some evidence that confirms that this myth
may be affecting biracial children on a systemic level. For example, Fusco et al. (2010)
examined data from the public child welfare in a U.S. county in regards to biracial children in the
child welfare system. The authors found that, despite the common belief that biracial children
have experiences similar to monoracial children, there are differences between these two groups
in the child welfare system. “Biracial children are more likely to be referred, rated as high risk
and investigated compared with White or African-American children” (Fusco et al., 2010, pg.
441). The caregivers of biracial children were also considered to have less effective parenting
skills compared with White or African- American caregivers. The authors also note, that the lack
of research available concerning biracial children and their families makes it difficult to deliver
services appropriately (Fusco et al., 2010).
Self-esteem is the psychological construct studied most frequently in the literature
examining psychological functioning of biracial individuals. There is evidence that biracial
individuals have lower levels of self-esteem than monoracial Black peers (Bracey, Bámaca &
Umaña-Taylor, 2004). Other studies have explored self-esteem without comparing monoracial
and biracial individuals and compared biracial individuals who identified as such, and those who
did not (Lusk, Taylor, Nanney & Austin, 2010; Suzuki-Crumly & Hyers, 2004). While Lusk,
Taylor, Nanney & Austin (2010) found that individuals who identified as biracial had higher
11

self-esteem and lower levels of depression symptoms than those who did not acknowledge their
biracial identity, Suzuki-Crumly & Hyers (2004) found that both biculturally identified and
minority identified individuals had higher levels of self-esteem than individuals who chose a
White identity (Suzuki-Crumly & Hyers chose the term “bicultural” to describe biracial
individual in an effort to distinguish between race and culture). In conclusion, there is some
evidence that the incorporation of both component races, rather than choosing one or denying
both races as part of the identity, is associated with better psychosocial adjustment (Bracey et al.,
2004; Gillem, Cohn, and Thorne, 2001; Lusk et al., 2010). However, there is also evidence to
support a healthy and well-adjusted monoracial identity for Black-White biracial individuals
(Suzuki-Crumly & Hyers, 2004). Of the studies exploring self-esteem, none of the authors
collected data that assessed environmental factors or gender differences. Given the contradictory
evidence, it is likely that important variables are not included in the aforementioned studies.
Root’s (1999) Ecological Metamodel of Biracial Identity (see the following section) proposes
that the adjustment of a monoracial or biracial identification depends on environmental factors.
In an environment, where a biracial label is socially viable, a biracial identity is adaptive. In
environments that do not accept that label, monoracial identification is adaptive.
There is also evidence that biracial individuals have a heightened sense of race as a social
construct, and that this awareness can act as a protective factor. Shih, Bonam, Sanchez, and Peck
(2007) conducted three studies that explored stereotype threat in a biracial sample. Awareness of
stereotypes has been shown to hurt the performance of individual group members, a construct
that is known as stereotype threat. Shih et al. (2007) found that (1) multiracial individuals
reported subscribing less to the belief that race influences abilities as a biological factor, (2)
12

monoracial individuals showed stereotype activation, whereas multiracial individuals showed
stereotype inhibition in reaction to race salience, meaning that they responded slower to
stereotypical words, and (3) Asian/White and Black/White multiracial individuals were less
susceptible to racial stereotypes than monoracial individuals, and did not show changes in
performance.
The review of the literature of adjustment of biracial individuals that was conducted for
the purposes of the proposed research project is in agreement with Miville (2005) that the results
are inconclusive. Even though the majority of the studies conducted with biracial individuals
support the notion that they have equal levels of adjustment to their monoracial counterparts, and
in some instances (e.g. Shih, Bonam, Sanchez, & Peck 2007) have demonstrated higher levels of
adjustment, some evidence also suggests lower levels of adjustment compared to monoracial
Black peers (Bracey et al., 2004). The review also provides support for Root’s (1999) assertion
that the adaptive functioning of biracial individuals depends on environmental factors in
conjunction with the label chosen by the individual (biracial or monoracial). Hence, the
relationship between psychological functioning and biracial identity is more complex than
described by Miville’s (2005) review. Further, the neglect of several environmental factors in the
aforementioned studies concerning psychological adjustment limits their utility, especially for
clinical applications.
It is important to increase understanding of the process by which biracial individuals
form their identity in order to inform research and clinical practice that can benefit from
encouraging those mechanisms in biracial individuals that foster healthy adjustment and
wellbeing. Presently, the lack of measurement tools and holistic investigations of biracial identity
13

make it difficult to study psychological adjustment or develop clinical interventions that make
use of the resilience demonstrated by this population. The proposed project aims to advance the
knowledge of biracial identity development in an ecological frame.
Early Models of Biracial Identity Development
Researchers have used a psychosocial developmental model to explain and conceptualize
multiracial identity development. The earliest model of biracial identity proposed by Stonequist
(1937), suggested that the identity development of multiracial people is problematic and even
conceptualizes their adjustment in pathological ways. He conducted a descriptive study of “racial
hybrid groups” (Eurasians of India, the Cape colored of South Africa, the mulattoes of the
United States, the colored people of Jamaica, the Indo-Europeans of Java, the part-Hawaiians,
and the mixed populations of Brazil). He argues that these groups are caught between two racial
groups are more likely than others to experience social unease, divided loyalty, and
psychological distress. He further asserts that their psychological instability perpetuated a sense
of marginalization from the rest of society (Stonequist, 1937). More recent models of biracial
identity have moved away from viewing biracial identities as problematic, and acknowledge that
the first models were motivated by racist assumptions that interracial unions produce damaged
children.
Poston (1990) proposes a five-stage model of multiracial identity development. Children
move along age-based stages from being unaware of their mixed racial heritage to increased
societal pressure executed by peers and parents to choose one racial or ethnic group identity.
Later in childhood, biracial individuals may experience feelings of guilt about choosing one
racial group. In the last stage, the person begins to acknowledge, accept, and appreciate both
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components of his or her racial heritage. The racial affiliation may still be with one racial group,
but the individual is open and interested in exploring the racial heritage of the group he or she is
not affiliated with. At this stage the individual feels secure, balanced, and proud of his or her
multiracial identity.
Another model that conceptualizes multiracial identity development is Kerwin and
Ponterotto’s Model of Biracial Identity Development (1995). The model incorporates one of the
environmental influences, such as parents, that play an important role during each of the six
stages. Children recognize similarities and differences in appearance at the pre-school age.
Entering the school environment, children are presented with the task of classifying themselves
and essentially choosing one race over another. During preadolescence, individuals become
more aware of the social meanings attached to different racial groups and become aware of
stereotypes. Communications about race from parents, peers, and the media become
increasingly important and are incorporated into their identity. The adolescent stage is marked
by an intense pressure to choose one racial group. The pressure to affiliate with only one racial
group continues in the next stage, young adulthood. At this stage, individuals may become more
aware of some of the advantages and disadvantages of their biracial heritage. Kerwin and
Ponterotto (1995) describe the final stage of the model, adulthood, as a fluid process that aims to
integrate all aspects of an individual’s racial identity. The developmental goal is for individuals
to be balanced, continue to explore both components of their racial heritage, and have
successfully integrated both sides into their sense of self.
Both Kerwin and Ponterotto’s model and Poston’s model suggest that integration of the
two races within an individual is the normative, desirable and healthy outcome of resolved
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developmental conflicts. Researchers have moved away from developmental approaches to
understand biracial identity. Modern theoretical conceptualizations of biracial identity
development focus on environmental and societal influences, rather than age-based progressive
stages of identity development.
Maria P. Root’s Ecological Metamodel of Biracial Identity
Root (1999) proposes an ecological metamodel that is focused on the resolution processes
as opposed to developmental stages. She explores the dynamic interaction of three general
categories: inherited influences of the individual, traits, and social interactions with the
community. Inherited influences include biological (e.g. sexual orientation or phenotype) and
environmental influences (e.g. languages spoken in the home, parent’s ethnic and national
identity, influences of extended family, and socialization in the family). Traits include
temperament, social skills, talents and coping skills of the individual (i.e. personality). The
social context of the model includes home, school and/or work, community groups, and peers in
and outside of the community. These three general categories are placed in the larger context or
gender, class, and the regional history of race relations (see Figure 1). Biracial individuals may
experience conflicts between their environments that cause feelings of alienation, discrimination,
marginalization and ambiguity, and cause distress for the individual.
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Figure 1: Root’s Ecological Model of Biracial Identity adapted from “Experiences and
processes affecting racial identity development: Preliminary results from the biracial sibling
project,” by M.P.P Root, 1998, Cultural Diversity and Mental Health, 4, pg. 239. Copyright
1998 by the Educational Publishing Foundation.
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Root (1996) suggests that these conflicts can be resolved in multiple ways and terms the
strategies to resolve the conflicts “border crossings.” The first strategy is for an individual of
biracial heritage to accept the identity that society has assigned them. The choice an individual
makes can be adaptive and positive, if the individual is happy with this racial identification.
However, the individual may experience distress if they “disagree” with the label chosen by their
environment, or experience conflict in the event they move to an environment that assigns them a
different label. The second strategy is to identify with the racial groups of both parents. A
challenge of this strategy is that identifying with both parents can be difficult to maintain in
environments that do not accept the choice of an individual to identify with more than one race.
The third choice is to identify with a single racial group. This is different from the first strategy
because the person actively chooses the race he or she identifies with, rather than passively
accepting the label of society. Identifying with a single racial group may be challenging if the
environment of the individual does not perceive their racial identification the way they perceive
themselves. The last resolution strategy is to identify with a biracial reference point outside of
family and peers.
As discussed in the description of the first four basic strategies of negotiating their
identity, the level of distress for a biracial individual depends on how their environment receives
their racial identity. Hence, Root also discusses that biracial individuals can assume a situational
identity, where individuals shift their racial identity given the context they find themselves in.
(Root, 1996).
Root bases her model on several studies (1990, 1998, 1999), including interviews and
surveys of biracial sibling pairs. The participants represented a variety of ethnic backgrounds and
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were asked to recall childhood memories of race-related situations and provided responses that
can be classified into four separate themes: hazing, family dysfunction, other salient identities,
and the impact of integration. Hazing occurred on a variety of levels and from various sources,
such as peers and family members. Participants reported having to “prove their insider status”
(pg. 242) to members of the minority group, and also experienced racial discrimination from the
majority group. Further, many participants in this study reported experiencing different forms of
abuse from one of their parents. This aspect of this study severely compromises its
generalizability because this is not a normative experience. Another theme that emerged from
the data was other salient identities. Some individuals did not focus their identity on race, but on
another aspect of themselves that they value more, like military affiliation or religious affiliation.
The impact of integration theme that emerged captures the effect of the Civil Rights movement
and progress that has been made in terms of race-relations. Schools and neighborhoods are more
integrated, leading some biracial individuals to live in predominantly White neighborhoods, and
identifying as White. The study revealed that biracial individuals can identify in multiple ways
and that each strategy can be adaptive depending on the context.
Biracial Identity in Ecological Context
Several empirical studies have provided evidence for the usefulness of Root’s ecological
framework. Miville et al. (2005) collected qualitative data from ten self-identified biracial
individuals. Similar to Root’s work (1998), the participants represented various racial and
cultural backgrounds. The analysis produced four themes: encounters with racism, reference
group orientation, the “chameleon” experience, and the importance of social context in identity
development. Overall, the results supported Root’s model (1999). The “chameleon” experience
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that the authors refer to are what Root (1990) identifies as situational identities. A biracial or
multiracial individual may learn to adapt to his or her racial environment and use this to their
advantage, especially in environments that permit flexible social boundaries.
Class. Few studies have explored the relationship between biracial identity development
and social class. One study conducted by Townsend, Fryberg, Wilkins, and Markus (2012)
explored the influence of class on biracial or monoracial identification. The authors included
several different biracial backgrounds, but all had one White parent (i.e. Black-White biracial,
Asian-White biracial, and Latino-White biracial). Twenty-three of the 90 participants had one
Black and one White parent. Three findings are particularly relevant for the current study. For
one, across all participants, the majority (70%) chose a biracial identification. Second,
participants that were members of groups with higher status in American society were more
likely than other groups choose a biracial identification. Specifically, Asian-White biracial
participants were more likely than the other two groups (Black-White biracial and Latino-White
biracial) to identify as biracial. Third, participants who reported coming from a middle-class
background were more likely than those from working-class backgrounds to identify as biracial.
The authors concluded that with rising social status, the biracial identification becomes more
available and accepted (Townsend et al., 2012). This finding is in line with Root’s (1999)
proposed theory that the adaptability of a biracial or monoracial label depends on environmental
factors, such as socioeconomic status.
School Environment. Cheng and Klugman (2010) used the National Longitudinal Study
of Adolescent Health to explore the influence of racial composition of the school on racial
identification and school attachment. The authors found that racial composition of the school had
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little influence on the identification of biracial students with a partial White heritage. Those
students typically identified with their respective partial minority group (i.e. Black-White
biracial individuals chose a Black identification, Asian-White biracial students chose an Asian
identification etc.). In addition, the author found that biracial students reported lower school
attachment than their monoracial counterparts (Cheng & Klungman, 2010). These findings also
support Root’s (1990) proposition that the adaptive functioning of a racial label chosen by a
biracial individual depends on contextual factors. The lower school attachment of biracial
students who chose a monoracial label discovered by Cheng and Klungman (2010) may be an
indication that the biracial students are not as well adapted to their school environment as their
monoracial counterparts.
In regards to the racial messages in the school environment, school counselors have been
identified as key figures within the school system (Herring, 1992; Nishimura, 1995; Wardle,
1991, 1992; Nishimura & Bol, 1997). Harris (2002) specifically investigated the personal
perceptions school counselors hold about biracial individuals. The school counselors in this
study were comprised of individuals from elementary, middle, and high school. The participants
reported their belief that biracial children were not genuinely accepted by society and were aware
of the possible stressors the societal non-acceptance of a biracial identity could have on their
students. An additional important finding of Harris (2002) is that the presence of cultural
diversity awareness programs in the schools was related to the school counselors’ perceptions of
biracial students. Specifically, school counselors who worked at schools with cultural awareness
programs were more likely to hold accurate perceptions of biracial students. For example, they
did not believe that biracial children should identify most with the minority parent, did not
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believe that racial and ethnic minorities are automatically accepting of biracial students, and
recognized that any emotional problems experienced by biracial children is not necessarily due
to “identity confusion” (Harris, 2002).
In higher education, Literte (2010) investigated race-oriented student services (e.g.,
Office of Black Student Services) and how biracial individuals experience those organizations.
The offices of student services utilized a racial classification system similar to the standard five
category classification system that is used in primary and secondary school systems
(Black/African American, Latino/a, White, Asian American, and Native American). Students
who participated in interviews for this study discussed how they felt supported by the
organizations, but simultaneously excluded because many of the discussions or resources
provided by the organization were based on the assumption that their members identify as
monoracial and have two Black parents (Literte, 2010). The partial marginalization experienced
in school settings across the life-span is an important consideration in understanding how BlackWhite biracial individuals experience race and racial messages in their environment.
Social Interactions with Community. Rockquemore and Brunsma (2002) used Root’s
model to explore the influence of environmental factors on identity development of biracial
individuals. The authors decided to focus on the experience of Black-White biracial individuals
for their study. Results revealed the same identity options as Root (1999): single race identity
(exclusively Black or exclusively White), border identity (exclusively biracial), protean
(situation bound and flexible racial identity), and transcendent identity (no definable racial
identity). In effort to explore the influence of peers on the racial identity process, the authors
decided to explore the social networks of Black-White biracial individuals. One hundred and
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seventy-seven college students completed surveys measuring biracial identity, racial composition
of social networks, negative experiences, group evaluation or closeness, and appearance. The
findings suggest that “the relationship between racial identification and social network
composition is strongest for those who choose the singular black and border identities” (pg. 346).
Negative experience with either of the two racial groups and closeness to a racial group were
also significantly associated with type of biracial or monoracial identification. It should be noted
that the researchers based their assessment of the social network purely on self-report of the
biracial individuals themselves. An assessment of the social network of an individual has the
potential to be more accurate when opinions and experiences of peers are gathered in addition to
the self-report of the individual.
Other research has provided evidence for the importance of environment on racial
identification. Hermann (2004) asked 1,496 adolescents to choose a race from monoracial
categories, report their parents’ race and other demographic information. Herman found that
racial composition of the neighborhood, peer group, family members, and school, all showed a
significant relationship with racial identification. Also, biracial individuals chose the racial
category of the minority group more often than the racial category of the majority group. A
limitation of this study is that the racial classification system or “choosing a label,” simplifies the
complex construct of racial identity and condenses it to the concept of racial identification. Many
studies reviewed for the purposes the current study do not distinguish between racial identity (an
individual’s self-understanding of their race and ethnicity), racial identification (how others
understand and categorize an individual), and racial categories (the identities that are chosen in a
specific context) (Rockquemore, Brunsma, & Delgado, 2009). Even though these constructs are
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correlated, they are not synonymous. This methodological concern is addressed in more detail in
the Methodological Challenges section.
Experiences with Discrimination. Jackson (2009) used a social work developmental
lens and conducted a qualitative study using interviews that explored social and environmental
factors that shape a multiracial individual’s cultural identity. The participants in her study
represented numerous ethnic backgrounds. Major influences she identified include personal
experiences of racism and discrimination, social interactions and relationships with peers and
family, and the importance of the racial climate of the school and community. Her findings
support the ecological framework set forth by Root (1998). The themes identified in her study
map onto her model. Jackson’s findings suggest that the component of the “regional history of
race relations” is of particular importance. The results of the interviews revealed that the BlackWhite biracial participants in her study were strongly influenced by the racial attitudes in their
communities and schools. This finding was also supported by two dissertation projects (Brusa,
2008; Kane-Williamson, 2010).
Additional support for influence of experiences with discrimination on the resolution
process was found by Gillem, Cohn, and Thorne (2001). The authors interviewed two BlackWhite biracial college freshmen, who both identified as Black (Jacqueline [female] and
Adolphus [male]). The authors describe the developmental progression of their racial identity
development and discovered differences in the paths that the two biracial individuals took to
achieve Black racial identities that were very similar and explored the appropriateness of
traditional Black identity models for these two individuals. The participants of this study
described their racial identity development and the different emotional experiences that were
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connected with their resolution to a Black identity. Both experienced racism, but dealt with their
encounters very differently. Jacqueline responded with a struggle with self-esteem and a biracial
label, while still immersing herself in Black culture through student organizations. Adolphus on
the other hand responded to an encounter with racism with an oppositional stance and a complete
rejection of everything that was White. A complete rejection of Whiteness was accompanied by
loneliness, anger, and disconnection, which was unresolved at the time of the interview. The
trajectories of the two participants seem to be anchored in their experiences with discrimination.
Phenotype. There is no literature that supports the notion that phenotype and physical
features predict racial identity (Rockquemore & Brunsma, 2002; Brusa, 2008). It is important to
distinguish between self-perceived skin color and the assumptions respondents make about how
they are perceived by others. Participants’ self-perception of physical characteristics does not
seem to influence their choice of identity. However, participants are influenced by what they
think they are perceived as in their environment. For example, of those who identified as
singularly Black, 45.5% of them stated that others ‘‘assume I am black’’ (Rockquemore &
Brunsma, 2002).
Ho, Sidanius, Levin, and Banaji (2011) provide evidence for the importance of phenotype
in an experimentally designed study. In five experiments, the authors examined, whether biracial
individuals would be assigned the status of their socially subordinate parent group (a method of
categorization known as hypodescent). In all five experiments, the authors discovered evidence
that biracial individuals as are categorized as their socially subordinate parent group (i.e. a Black
categorization for Black-White biracial individuals). In addition, this method was more
pronounced for biracial individuals with Black ancestry than for biracial individuals with Asian
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ancestry. The results provide experimental validation of the assertion that the “one-drop rule” is
still being utilized by society to categorize individuals (Ho, Sidanius, Levin, & Banaji, 2011).
Media influences are not explicitly addressed in Root’s (1998) model. However, there is
limited evidence that Black-White biracial individuals may be faced with difficulties when
interpreting messages communicated in the media. Kelch-Oliver and Leslie (2006) interviewed
nine Black-White biracial college-age women and asked them to explore their racial identity
development in adolescence. Participants shared that they experienced hearing competing
messages over standards of beauty in the two cultures, which complicated the normative identity
struggle of adolescence. All participants considered the media the most powerful influence on
their personal standard of beauty, and their perceptions of their own attractiveness. They
experienced insecurity for not meeting the “White standards of beauty,” but also experienced
discrimination in African American context because “their mixture often produces ‘desired’
physical characteristics” (Kelch-Oliver & Leslie, 2006, pg. 60) such as the lighter skin tone and
less coarse hair texture.
Another study that speaks to negotiation of the competing standards of beauty was
explored in a study that investigated the relationship between binge eating and weight status on
depression, anxiety, and body image. Biracial women in this sample who reported binge eating
behavior and who were overweight also indicated greater levels of anxiety than all other racial
groups in the study. These women also reported greater body image dissatisfaction relative to
Black women and White men (Ivezaj et al., 2010). The authors conclude that perhaps struggle
with the competing standards of beauty increase the anxiety of multiracial women. It should be
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noted that the authors did not report the racial background of the “biracial” participants in their
sample.
Family Influences on Black-White Biracial Identity. Research has found extensive
support for the importance of environmental influences on the process of identity development.
The family unit has been identified as an important environment that communicates race-related
attitudes and information. Delivery of race-related messages is known as racial socialization.
Harris-Britt, Valrie, Kurtz-Costes, & Rowley (2007) define racial socialization as the “implicit,
explicit, purposeful and unintended ways that parents’ beliefs and behaviors convey views about
race to their children” (pg. 670). This process has been examined mainly for monoracial African
Americans. Many researchers have conducted research that provides evidence for the
importance of verbal, nonverbal, intentional and inadvertent parental messages to their children
about cultural pride and awareness of racism or preparation for bias for the overall wellbeing of
African American children and adolescents (Sanders Thompson, 1994; Stevenson, 1995;
Thornton, Chatters, Taylor & Allen, 1990; Coard, Wallace, Stevenson & Brotman, 2004). Very
few studies have examined biracial socialization.
As one of the few studies exploring racial socialization of biracial individuals, Clinton
(2006) used a mixed methods design to explore biracial identity in an adolescent population and
examined the relationship between racial identity and parental messages about race. The
interviews Clinton conducted to investigate factors of racial socialization revealed four clusters:
Adamant Biracial Identity, Publicly Black Label, Dual Identity, and Race Not Important. The
clusters support the strategies Root (1999) has identified for biracial individuals. Participants
who fell into the Adamant Biracial Identity cluster reported varying racial socializations from
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parents. Some White mothers were very involved in racial socialization, while others were not.
Some Black fathers engaged in clear Black socialization messages with their children while
others did not. Participants, who fell into the Publicly Black Label cluster, appear to be
implicitly influenced by their environment, received more messages concerning discrimination
and the fewer biracial socialization messages than the participants in the Adamant Biracial
Identity cluster. The Dual Identity cluster is characterized by the participants’ high biracial
identity and a high importance of Black identity to the individuals’ self-concept. These
participants received the most biracial socialization messages of all of the clusters. The final
cluster, Race Not Important, is characterized by participants reporting that they did not receive
any racial socialization messages, and that race was simply not discussed in their home.
Clinton’s (2006) findings suggest that parental messages are not the only factors that influence
the way biracial individuals identify and how they experience their biracial identity (Hubbard,
2010).
Unfortunately, the four items in the quantitative measure Clinton (2006) used to capture
“biracial socialization” are vague and circumscribed. Participants were asked if they were
encouraged to have biracial friends, were involved in “activities that focus on things important to
biracial people,” if parents bought them biracial “toys or games,” or if they went to
“organizational meetings that dealt with biracial issues.” These questions are vague and not very
descriptive or detail oriented. What would “things important to biracial people” be? It is difficult
to hypothesize how participants interpreted these questions, and what they were thinking of when
they answered them. Further, biracial socialization can potentially include many more aspects
than the ones touched on the four items used for this study (Hubbard, 2010).
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Five interviews conducted by Jourdan (2006) revealed that that family environment
played a significant role in the participants’ ethnic identity development. Security in biracial
individuals about their own ethnic identity was associated with families that were supportive of
multiethnic identities, whereas insecurity in their identity was linked to unsupportive families.
Similar to other studies of multiethnic identity (e.g. Miville et al., 2005) the five participants in
the study represent a multitude of ethnic backgrounds. One participant in the study was a BlackWhite biracial female and reported that her immediate family (mother and father) were
supportive of her biracial identity, but that her school environment often rejected her biracial
identity.
Similar to Jourdan (2006), Crawford and Allagia (2008) investigated influences of views
of self, family, peers and society on the racial identification of Black-White biracial individuals.
The authors conducted eight interviews, which revealed that family influences played a
significant role in biracial identity formation. Specifically, the participants reported that the level
of parental awareness and understanding of race issues and the willingness to talk about race
issues were extremely important. For example, if the participants reported that their parents
lacked a general understanding of the issues related to growing up as a mixed race individual,
they said that attempts to seek support from their parents often resulted in frustration because
they did not feel like their unique struggles were understood. Participants also reported that they
received overt or covert, direct or indirect messages from their parents (Crawford & Allagia,
2008). Messages received were both positive and negative in regards to race, but the authors
found that “negative messages received throughout childhood and adolescence appear to have
left the greatest impression on participants” (Crawford & Allagia, 2008, pg. 91). For example,
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one female participant shared that her mother, who was Black, sent strong negative messages
about other Black people, and discouraged her from dating Black men.
Butler-Sweet (2008) compared racial socialization messages participants received in
three types of families: monoracial families (two Black parents raising their biological Black
child), interracial families (one White and one Black parent raising their biological biracial child)
and transracial families (two White parents raising an adoptive Black child). The findings
regarding the interracial family are of particular interest for the current study. The author found a
lot of similar messages about race in monoracial families and interracial families. All of the
participants interviewed struggled with accusations of "acting white" by Black peers. The author
found that participants from interracial and transracial families tended to equate blackness with
urban poverty, which participants from monoracial Black homes did not. Also, Black-White
biracial participants attributed their alienation from Black peers to the fact that they had a White
parent. Even though the author acknowledges the influence of middle class status on all of the
participants, the participants themselves did not report socioeconomic status as a factor that
influenced their identity.
Continuum of Biracial Identity Model (COBI). Considering the ecological context of a
Black-White biracial individual, Rockquemore and Laszloffy (2005) propose a model of racial
identification that reflects the diverse ways multiracial individuals can identify. Similar to other
modern models, the COBI model does not adhere to strict racial categories, but instead suggests
a continuum (see Figure 2). Biracial individuals can identify with any point along the continuum
between monoracial identities, with an equal blended identity of the two identities is represented
in the center of the continuum. Rockquemore and Laszloffy (2005) emphasize that racial
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identification is not stable and can change over time and across situations, and that no
identification is more valuable than another.

Figure 2. Continuum of Biracial Identity (COBI) proposed by Rockquemore and Laszloffy
(2005).
Racial Socialization from Black-White Interracial Parents’ Perspective
People that oppose interracial dating and marriage commonly assert that children that are
conceived as a result of these unions will suffer from inner conflicts that will harm their
adjustment (McNamera, Tempenis & Walton, 1999). Even though the link between racial
identity and parental messages has been established for monoracial African Americans (Hughes
et al., 2006) and has begun to receive attention for biracial individuals (e.g. Clinton, 2006), the
research on racial socialization messages towards biracial individuals is scarce. Most of the
knowledge base of messages about race to biracial individuals can be found in the literature of
interracial couples. Investigations that explore issues in interracial dating and marriage typically
ask questions about parenting strategies, even when it is not the focus of the study. The literature
in this area has been able to reveal basic ideological stances that parents can take on to guide
their messages.
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Basic Ideological Stances. Root (2001) conducted a study with interracial couples and
identified four possible approaches parents have towards race when raising a biracial child: (1)
the color blind approach, where the message is conveyed that race is not important, (2) the
message that race is everything, where parents who have had traumatic experiences because of
their race emphasize messages that prepare their child for bias and racism, (3) voiding the subject
of race because of discomfort with the topic, and (4) emphasize the conflicts of race as an
American issue, which is a message many immigrant parents appear to communicate. They
avoid talking about the issue, not because they are necessarily uncomfortable with it, but because
they do not understand its complexity in American culture (Root, 2001). As is clear in point four,
Root identified these strategies in interracial marriages across various ethnicities.
Orbe (1999) discusses four different basic orientations that parents of Black-White
interracial families assume when communicating about race to their children. He acknowledges
that the communications are influenced by various individual and environmental factors such as
gender, age, spirituality, socioeconomic status, family structure, geographic region,
neighborhood and local communities.
The first basic orientation that interracial parents can assume is “embracing the Black
experience,” (pg. 171) which the author supports with the work of Jones (1996). Parents that
assume this orientation racially socialize their children as Black with little attention to their
White ancestry. This orientation is justified by three ideas: (1) parents are preparing their
children to live in a society that will see them as Black regardless of their White ancestry, (2) the
Black racial socialization provides children with a large cultural group to identify with, (3) the
family sees the Black experience in the U.S. as “positive, affirming, and inspiring” (pg.171).
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The second orientation is “assuming a commonsense approach” (pg. 172). In this
approach the traditional one-drop-rule is thought of as outdated. Parents that assume this
orientation say that they communicate about race to their children depending on the racial
environment they find themselves in (i.e. racial make-up of the household, neighborhood, and
school).
The third orientation is “advocating a color-blind society” (pg. 174). Parents who assume
this stance teach their children to regard the concept of race as illogical, and a “man-made tool to
divide and conquer others” (pg. 174). Many draw upon concepts of spirituality to support their
view to their children, and support their stance with the idea of the oneness of mankind. These
parents will typically try to avoid using the term “race” when they talk to their children.
The fourth and last orientation is “affirming the multiethnic experience” (pg. 175).
Parents from this perspective will allow their children to make their own choices about their
racial identity without trying to “persuade” them in any specific direction. The central message
communicated to the child refutes the dualistic thinking in matters of race. Orbe’s (1999) and
Root’s (2001) work with interracial couples provide a framework to understand some of the
family values and influences Root includes in her model.
Factors Influencing Parents’ Ideological Stance. Other investigations with interracial
couples found differences between the partners’ knowledge of race issues and dealing with bias
(Rosenblatt et al., 1995). In interviews with Black-White interracial couples, the authors also
found that particularly the White parent may hope to find resources directed to raising biracial
children, but is unsuccessful in doing so. As a consequence, they settle for materials for raising
African American children (Rosenblatt et al., 1995). Even though traditional African American
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racial socialization may prepare the child to deal with a racist society, having a White parent puts
biracial children in a position to negotiate the knowledge of an oppressive society, their own
identity, and their connection to their White parent as a symbolic representation of the oppressive
structure of society. Even if this process is largely internal, and the child or young adult shows
no outward signs of this struggle, acknowledging the difference is important.
Byrd and Garwick (2006) conducted interviews with eight Black-White interracial
couples with school-aged children. Themes that emerged from the interviews included “(a)
understanding and resolving family of origin chaos and turmoil, (b) transcending Black-White
racial history, (c) articulating the interracial family’s racial standpoint, and (d) explaining race to
biracial children across the developmental stages” (pg. 22). The last theme is of particular
interest to the current study. According to the parents in the study conducted by Byrd and
Garwick (2006) parents wanted to provide guidance to their biracial children, but lacked
resources to guide them in the process, a theme that replicates the findings of Rosenblatt et al.,
(1995) almost a decade later. The couples all expressed that they felt confident about dealing
with the issue of race in the home and dealing with reconciling differences with families of
origin, living with history of a racist society, and coming together on their views of race in their
worldviews. However, the topic of communicating race to their children was the topic that was
most laden with uncertainty and produced anxiety in parents (Byrd & Garwick, 2006).
The interviews Rosenblatt et al. (1995) conducted revealed a particular discomfort of
White mothers with the topic of race, which they attributed to a lack of resources. These findings
are substantiated by O’Donoghue’s (2005) findings. The researcher interviewed White mothers
of biracial, Black-White adolescents to explore how the mothers socialize their children
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concerning issues of race and ethnicity. Most mothers reported focusing exclusively on African
American culture, not involving their own cultural background in their parenting practices, and
only included their own ethnic background in cases where they felt a connection to a European
culture (e.g. Italian and German). A study conducted by Khanna (2011) provides a possible
explanation and result for including White ancestries only in combination with European
ethnicities. The author conducted interviews with Black-White biracial individuals and
discovered that many used White ethnic and racial symbols to bring forth their White ancestries
and be able to show evidence of a self-chosen biracial label. Displaying symbols of White
ancestry such as food, clothing, national symbols, sports, music and language served the purpose
of claiming a biracial identity (Khanna, 2011).
Rollins (2009) explored the racial socialization messages used by mothers of biracial
adolescents from varying racial backgrounds and evaluated the impact of these messages on the
racial identity of biracial adolescents through a racial identity measure and their self-label. The
racial socialization messages were assessed using three open ended questions in face-tointerviews. The author found differences in the racial socialization messages the mothers
provided to their children, which were associated with the race of the mother. For example,
Black mothers were most likely to use mainstream socialization messages (e.g. “do their best, be
smart, and be respectful”) with the purpose of fostering success in mainstream America.
However, these messages do not include any explicit messages about race. Similar to
O’Donoghue’s (2005) findings, biracial adolescents with a White mother reported lower racial
salience (the extent to which race is an important part of one’s self-concept), lower private regard
(how positive the adolescent feels about their racial group), and lower racial exploration
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(adolescents’ exploration of and experiences with his or her racial group(s) and cultural
traditions) (Rollins, 2009). The literature supports the notion that White mothers are the least
likely to communicate about race with their biracial child, which may be due to their perceived
lack of resources and insecurity about discussing the topic of race (Byrd & Garwick, 2006;
O’Donoghue’s, 2005; Rollins, 2009; Rosenblatt et al., 1995).
A dissertation project conducted by Taborn (2001) used a quantitative design to examine
Black-White interracial couples with children. The parents completed a survey that assessed the
relationships between their parenting styles, stage of racial identity development, race and
gender, and variables reflecting their involvement in their biracial children's early racial
socialization. The author found significant race differences between parents' reports of the initial
racial label adopted by their child. Black parents were more likely to report that their child has
adopted a "Black" or "African American" label and as having adopted "no racial label." White
parents were more likely than Black parents to report that their child has adopted an "other"
racial labels. Parents’ scores on the respective racial identity measures (White identity and Black
identity) predicted the extent of their involvement with their biracial child's early racial identity
socialization, where parents that endorsed items that placed them in more advanced stages of
racial identity development were more likely to be proactive in discussing race with their child.
Limitations of Current Resources for Interracial Couples. Rockquemore and
Laszloffy (2005) set out to inform their readers on special issues of race for biracial children in
their book Raising Biracial Children. The authors also identify three factors that shape how
parents racially socialize their children. The first is individual parental factors, which includes
the racial socialization the parents received when they were growing up, the nature of the
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parents’ racial experience, and how parents define and relate to their own racial identity. Other
important factors are the relationship between parents, and how the parents respond to the
physical characteristics of their children. The authors also offer strategies for Black-White
interracial parents to racially socialize their children. Examples of these strategies are providing
positive representations and preparing children for encounters with racism. Largely,
Rockquemore and Laszloffy (2005) describe many of the strategies that African American
parents use to racially socialize their children and do not tailor the strategies to the unique
situation of interracial families. Wright (2000) also attempts to provide parents of biracial
children with support and strategies. I'm chocolate, you're vanilla: Raising healthy black and
biracial children in a race-conscious world, is another example of advice that is not tailored to
biracial individuals, but communicates traditional African American racial socialization
strategies. Though this advice is undoubtedly valuable to parents, it lacks the sensitivity to the
unique struggles and challenges biracial individuals face. Examples of these struggles include the
anxiety produced by environments that do not accept a child’s biracial identification, or the
experience of discrimination from both majority and minority groups. It is difficult for
monoracial parents of biracial individuals to relate to the situations their children may find
themselves in. In particular, recent evidence of a heightened sense of racial awareness of biracial
individuals could also mean that they are more racially aware than their parents (Shih et al.,
2007).
Methodological Challenges
The review of the available literature and the reviews conducted by prominent authors in
the field, reveal several methodological challenges when researching Black-White biracial
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populations: (1) lack of distinction between racial identity, racial identification, and racial
category, (2) restrictive sampling, and (3) lack of holistic encompassing studies.
For one, Rockquemore et al. (2009) argue that researchers must carefully distinguish
between racial identity, racial identification, and racial category. Racial identity is an
individual’s self-understanding of their race and ethnicity. Racial identification is how others
understand and categorize an individual (including how individuals believe they are perceived by
others). Racial categories are the identities that are chosen in a specific context (Rockquemore et
al., 2009). The reviewed literature does not always make the distinction between these terms, and
often equates racial identification with racial identity, especially in quantitative designs that
merely ask for a racial label. Rockquemore and her colleagues argue that these constructs are
highly correlated for single-race groups, there is a lot of evidence that this correlation is not
nearly as high for people of mixed racial heritage. For example, Brunsma (2006) used Placelevel data from the 2000 Census and from the Survey of Biracial Experience (Brunsma &
Rockquemore, 2001) to explore any discrepancies in racial identification of Black-White biracial
individuals in these two surveys. Interestingly, only 19% actually checked Black and White on
their Census forms. These results provide evidence for the idea that the public identities and the
private identities of these individuals are vastly different.
The second limitation is that many research projects ask college aged students to reflect
on their adolescence. Even though it is important to understand the way these individuals made
sense of their experiences retrospectively, we are still in the beginnings of understanding the
experience of adolescents and children in regards to their racial identity development. In
addition, Root (2002) asserts that “college samples represent a fairly homogeneous age and
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developmental stage that affects identity development on several planes (e.g., race, ethnicity,
gender, and sexuality)” (pg. 180). The restrictive nature of most of the samples has helped us
understand the experience of college-aged students. However, there still remains a question of
whether or not these findings generalize to community samples of biracial individuals.
The third methodological limitation is that much of our knowledge regarding the racial
socialization processes of Black-White biracial individuals is derived from literature of
interracial couples. These investigations typically focus on interviewing only the parents (e.g.
Byrd & Garwick, 2006; O’Donoghue, 2005; Rollins, 2009; Rosenblatt et al., 1995) or only the
Black-White biracial individuals themselves (e.g. Clinton, 2006; Jourdan, 2006; Crawford &
Allagia, 2008). Even studies that explore other factors that influence racial identity, like peers,
(e.g. Herman, 2004), collect their data from a single source. Hence, “family research” is often
using parents as their only source of information, and investigations focusing on “peer
influences” are focusing on self report of the biracial individuals as their only source of
information. One dissertation project used data completed by adolescents (Taborn, 2001) and
interviewed their mothers, which is the closest to a comprehensive investigation discovered in
the review of the literature. The literature in the area of biracial socialization has not yet
conducted investigations that are holistic and comprehensive, meaning that the all levels of the
ecological system have not been assessed in a single study.
Importance of Family Research
Families are distinct and unique units of analysis for several reasons outlined by Gilgun,
Daly, and Handel, (1992). The authors name factors that make the family unit different from
other sources of information typically utilized to explore research questions.
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Several characteristics reflect the unique nature of families as social groups: privacy; a
collective consciousness that is not readily available to nonfamily members; relationships
rooted in blood ties, adoption contract, or marriage and intended to be permanent; shared
traditions; intense involvement, ranging from the most violent to the most intimate; and a
collage of individual interests, experiences, and qualities (pg. 3).
The purpose of examining racial socialization, which occurs within the family and in other
contexts, is best achieved by gaining access to the family in the daily activities, traditions, and
the combination of individuals that make-up a family. This strategy is in contrast to investigating
family dynamics remotely by exclusively utilizing Black-White biracial individuals as the unit of
analysis.
Qualitative methods assist the researcher in a holistic approach to the phenomenon of
interest. The attention shifts from isolated variables that are related to family experiences (like
values, attitudes, or behaviors) to the “patterns of interaction” (pg. 4) that take place on a daily
basis. Because daily family interactions may seem benign to the family members themselves,
and no information regarding specific phenomena not easily cognitively accessible, research that
utilizes the family as the unit of analysis can explore interactions that may not reside in the
awareness of the family members (Gilgun, Daly, & Handel, 1992).
Methodology
Assumptions
The study is based on an ecological framework of identity development. Hence, the
following assumptions outlined by Rockquemore et al. (2009, pg. 19) provided the basis for
methodology and the interview protocol:
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1. Mixed-race people construct different racial identities based on various contextually
specific logics,
2. There are no predictable stages of identity development because the process is not
linear and there is no single optimal endpoint
3. Privileging any one type of racial identity over another (i.e., multiracial over singlerace identity) only replicates the essentialist flaws of previous models with a different
outcome.
In addition to the assumptions outlined above, the study followed the recommendations
put forth by Root (2002).
Qualitative methodologies that lend themselves to studying multiracial people include
semi-structured interviews, in which general questions and topic areas are explored, and
structured interviews, in which specific questions are asked. Unlike quantitative research
designs, qualitative research designs are not necessarily guided by hypotheses. This type
of research allows the researcher to develop hypotheses for future studies from contextual
understanding of the group and its norms. A particular strength of this methodology is
that is flexible and is more likely to allow for the development and testing of some
theories. (p. 186)
Root also asserts that the sensitivity of the topic of race-relations lends itself to qualitative
research because the open-ended questions allow for more in-depth questions that also present an
opportunity for the participant to process their emotional reactions to the questions. This type of
exploration is very limited with quantitative methods. Root (2002) continues by saying that “the
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opportunity for research data to be gathered in a home environment without a social
confrontation environment” (pg. 187) makes qualitative designs appropriate.
Research Questions
1. What race-related messages are delivered in environmental contexts (e.g., school,
community, and home)?
2. What are parental experiences with race-related issues (e.g. parents’ racial identity and
racial consciousness, experiences with discrimination and racism, racial attitudes of
extended family)?
a. How do parental experiences with race-related issues influence racial
socialization messages and strategies of delivery chosen by Black-White
interracial parents?
b. What additional factors are related to racial socialization messages chosen by
Black-White interracial parents?
3. What racial socialization messages are received/perceived by Black-White biracial
children?
a. How do the racial socialization messages influence racial identity development of
Black White biracial children?
b. How do racial socialization messages inform levels of self-esteem in Black-White
biracial children?
The research questions were expanded into interview protocol questions. Protocol
questions were derived from a review of the literature and in accordance with the research
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questions. Interviews were guided by the protocol questions, but were amended and revised
depending on the responses of the participants.
Ethnographic Design
In order to address the limitations of existing studies of racial socialization of BlackWhite biracial individuals, the researcher employed an ethnographic design. All three limitations
addressed in the preceding Methodological Challenges section (i.e. lack of distinction between
racial identity, racial identification, and racial category, restrictive sampling, and lack of holistic
approaches) are best addressed with an ethnographic design.
Rooted in British social anthropology, ethnographies are not typical in the field of
psychology (O’Reilly, 2009). Ethnographies utilize research methods that are atypical for
understanding psychological phenomena. The essential features of ethnographic design also
specifically address the research questions posed in this project:
1. Ethnographies emphasize gathering information over time and in context (O’Reilly,
2009). Limitations of existing research include the lack of attention to environmental
influences in the study, which has likely resulted in the inconclusive results.
2. Ethnographic research is based on the assumption that meaning is derived from
interactions for both the researcher and the participants (Neuman, 1997). Ethnography
explores social phenomena by placing the researcher in a “learning role” (Agar, 1985,
p. 12) which means that the researcher is aware of prior knowledge, but is open to
understanding the contributions and perspectives of the participants.
3. One of the main techniques used in ethnographies are interviews. Interviews for this
study were conducted in line with the guidelines set forth by Root (1992) and asked
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participants to share information about their experience and also the meaning made of
those experiences (Spradley, 1979).
4. Another essential technique of ethnographies is participant observation (also called
ethnographic observation). This is a strategy that involves inclusion of the
researcher’s direct experiences in the life of the group. The experiences of the
researcher become an integral part of the study. The ethnographer spends time with
the people she is studying in their own environment and pairs her own experiences
with direct observation of and participation in everyday activities (Spradley, 1980).
Participant observation is to be distinguished from naturalistic observation, where
participants are observed in their natural environment without any manipulation by
the observer (Feldman, 2009). The feature of ethnographic research that makes this
technique unique is the involvement and participation of the researcher in the
everyday lives of the participants. The researcher receives an “insider status”
(Jorgenson, 2010, pg. 13) that is flexible, opportunistic, and demands an ongoing
process of re-defining the phenomenon. The data and analyses make use of the insider
role and the meaning gained from participants and the researcher.
5. Direct observations of everyday life are also an essential ethnographic method
(Jorgenson, 2010). This strategy is best described as naturalistic observations that do
not include the researchers personal experience of the event.
Descartes (2007) specifically outlines issues, strengths, and weaknesses of ethnographic
studies conducted with families.
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Ethnography is a methodology for researchers interested in the “everyday” of family
life—the interactions, processes, and environmental factors that individuals and families
experience as they go about their lives. (…)Ethnography investigates actions in the
context of their surroundings, the interplay of environment with behavior and
development, and the meanings research participants make of phenomena. (pg. 22)
The strengths and purposes of ethnographic research are the appropriate design to provide insight
to the research questions. In addition, ethnographic research is complemented by a theoretical
lens that emphasizes making meaning of experiences and phenomena. Hence, the researcher
chose to employ an interpretive phenomenological analysis (described in “Theoretical Lens”
section) as an additional guide to engaging with the family and analyzing the data.
Theoretical Lens. The research questions will be explored using an interpretive
phenomenological analysis (Smith, Flowers, & Larkin, 2009) of individuals’ lived experiences as
a Black-White interracial family in Virginia. The purpose of this theoretical approach is to
identify and understand the core meanings or essences of the experience of this family and
understand their experiences in the world.
The philosophical underpinnings of phenomenology as described by Creswell (2007)
were used as a framework for this study and guide the researcher through every step of the
research process
1. Abandoning the boundaries and limitations of empiricism and seeking truth through
interpretation
2. Suspending judgments or preconceptions about reality
3. Recognizing that our realities are constructed in relation to our environment
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4. The reality of an object or the environment can only be understood through the
experience of an individual.
A phenomenological approach emphasizes the interpretive understanding of human
interaction. For this study, the phenomenon of interest is the experience of a Black-White
interracial family in Virginia, with a focus on the racial identity development of their children
and racial socialization processes and messages. Therefore, the analysis performed by the
researcher is an interpretation of the family’s experiences in this context. Consistent with
phenomenological inquiry outlined by Moustakas (1994) the researcher made an effort to bracket
her own experiences and assumptions regarding the experience of biracial individuals. However,
it is acknowledged that her own identity may inadvertently influence the research process (see
“Role of the Researcher” section).
Role of the Researcher
The primary researcher, Rebecca R. Hubbard, is a biracial Afro-German woman. During
the U.S. military occupation of Berlin after World War II, her father, an African American
sergeant first class in the U.S. Army from Houston, Texas and mother, a White native to West
Berlin, Germany began to build the family in the 1980’s. Rebecca also has a brother who is four
years younger than she is. She spent her entire childhood and young adulthood growing up in
Berlin, attending a German-American school, and moved to the Raleigh, North Carolina for her
undergraduate education at a historically Black college. Her father was raised Baptist and was
an active member of the church during her childhood. Her mother was raised Protestant, while
frequently challenging strict religious beliefs. Rebecca’s mother describes herself as spiritual, but
not religious. Rebecca identifies as Christian, and is most comfortable in Black Baptist churches
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in the U.S., when she practices her religion. However, Rebecca, similarly to her mother,
identifies as spiritual, but not religious. Rebecca also identifies as German and American. In an
American context she identifies mostly with African American culture, and is bilingual and
bicultural. She also identifies as biracial, and has struggled with being forced to choose between
her Black and White heritages, particularly since she moved to the U.S. Rebecca’s experiences
growing up as biracial female in an interracial family allows her to relate to the family in this
study on a level that may not be achieved by a researcher outside of this population. Additional
information about the researcher’s own identity development and experiences are documented
throughout the findings section under the headings “Researcher’s Experience.” The researcher
made an effort to disclose information as it relates to the topics that emerged throughout the
research process.
Gadamer (1987) suggests that the background and biases of the researcher actually
facilitate the understanding of another’s experiences. In this case, the researcher’s understanding
of the issues surrounding this subject can provide the grounds for the meaning derived from the
research. In an effort to bracket her experience during all phases of the study, the researcher
conducted intense self-reflections and journals (also referred to as field notes) to monitor her
reactions and thoughts before, during, and after the interviews and the analysis process.
Additional procedures of verification including, member checks, and debriefing was used to
control for the researcher’s bias. Despite these efforts, it is possible that her experiences and
values influenced the interpretation of the interviews and observations.
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Participants
The family that was recruited for this study was selected to be representative of the
majority of Black-White interracial families in the U.S. In exploring the influence of
environmental factors on racial socialization messages to biracial children (Research Questions 1
and 2) the researcher conducted the study with a family whose children are of varying gender to
investigate how individual factors interact with the messages received in their environment. As a
result of the research questions and the justification discussed above, the following inclusion
criteria were developed to select the family for this study:
1. Black-White interracial heterosexual couple (Black man, White woman)
2. Middle class
3. One male child and one female child. Children must be the biological children of the
parents.
4. Living in Virginia
The researcher made the inclusion criteria for the family known among about twenty
colleagues via email. The family that was identified for this study and met all of the inclusion
criteria was first informed of the study by a friend of the family who learned of the study from
the researcher. The friend of the family explained that the Harrison’s were a “highly
competitive” and ambitious family and that they were very “busy.” The mother of the family
contacted the researcher to express interest in participation in the study. She explained that she
and her family would be happy to help the researcher complete her dissertation project by
participating. The researcher began the informed consent process by explaining the extent of the
involvement required by the current study.
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The Family. Pseudonyms will be used throughout the presentation of the findings and
discussion to protect the identity of the participants. The Harrison family, who is the focus of this
study, consists of 4 members: Mom Harrison, Dad Harrison, Tyrone Harrison, and Queen
Harrison. In accordance with the inclusion criteria, the Dad Harrison is an African American
male and Mom Harrison is a White female. Socioeconomically, the family is categorized as
upper middle class, based on occupation of the father and annual family income (Liu, Soleck,
Hopps, Dunston, & Pickett, 2004). Tyrone and Queen are the biological children of Mom and
Dad. Tyrone is a 15 year old male and in 8th grade. Queen is an 11 year old female and in the 5th
grade. The family has lived in several states of the U.S. Since the children were born, they lived
in Virginia for about 6 years, then spent 2 years in Missouri, and moved back to Virginia.
Data Collection
Data collection took place over the course of six months. In line with the ethnographic
design of the study, the researcher sought multiple sources of data including interview data,
observational data, survey data, public record, participant-observer interactions between the
researcher and the family, and products of activities the researcher and the family engage in (e.g.
genogram).
The variety of environmental context and sources of data were chosen to reach the
informational saturation point (Schenshul, Schenshul, and LeCompte, 1999). This point
represents the amount of data collected that produces “no new information about cultural
domains, subdomains, or factors” (Schenshul, Schenshul, and LeCompte, 1999, pg. 262). When
patterns (in interviews and observations) begin to repeat themselves without adding to the
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knowledge the researcher has gained in previous settings, the point of saturation is reached and
data collection can cease.
Family. The researcher spent time with the family on several occasions, at least once a
week, for six months. During this time, the researcher interviewed the parents and the children
individually, observed the family, and participated in community and family events. In addition,
time was spent in the home of the family that was both structured (i.e. the researcher engaged the
family in an activity) and unstructured.
In addition to the qualitative strategies (informal observation, interactions, and
interviews), the researcher obtained quantitative data of the racial identity of the parents. Mom
Harrison completed the White Racial Identity Attitudes Scale (WRIAS) (Helms & Carter, 1990).
The 50-item questionnaire intends to measure the five statuses of White racial identity proposed
by Helms (1984). Items require the participant to respond based on a 5-point Likert scale from 1
(strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree). The five sub-scales Helms identified (Contact,
Disintegration, Reintegration, Pseudo-Independent, and Autonomy) are scored by summing the
scores of the 10 items from each scale. The Contact subscale is intended to capture a stance of
evaluating non-Whites by White standards. The Disintegration Stage is marked by an awareness
of the existence of racism, including the idea that White people benefit from racism in our
society. The Reintegration Stage is characterized by a repression of any guilt related to being
White, and experiencing a sense of superiority of Black people. The Pseudo-Independent
subscale is marked by the respondents understanding of his or her responsibility for racism.
Finally, the Autonomy stage is characterized by a revision of a White identity that involves a
process of continuing to seek out information and education about race issues. Respondents with
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high scores on this subscale do not perceive race as a threat and racist assumptions and behaviors
are no longer practiced. The survey also served as a tool to discuss issues around White guilt and
racism with Mom.
Dad Harrison completed the Multidimensional Inventory of Black Identity (MIBI)
(Sellers, Rowley, Chavous, Shelton, & Smith, 1997). The 56-item inventory is comprised of
three scales that measure the centrality, ideology, and regard dimensions of the Multidimensional
Model of Racial Identity (MMRI) in African Americans college students and adults.
Respondents use a 7-point Likert type scale ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to 7 (strongly
agree). Centrality refers to the extent to which race is important to an individual’s self-concept.
A sample item of this subscale is “In general, being Black is an important part of my selfimage.” The ideology dimension consists of four subscales (Nationalist, Assimilation, Minority,
and Humanist), and is intended to assess an individual’s attitude about how he or she believes
Black people should interact with society. A sample item of the Nationalist subscale is “Blacks
would be better off if they adopted Afrocentric values.” An item on the Assimilation subscale is
“Blacks should view themselves as being Americans first and foremost.” The Minority subscale
consists of items such as “Black people should treat other oppressed people as allies.” Finally,
the Humanist subscale consists of items such as “Blacks and Whites have more commonalties
than differences.” The other dimension assessed in the MIBI is Regard. Private regard refers to
emotional and cognitive evaluation of their race. The construct is an expression of how positive a
respondent feels towards their race and is assessed with items such as “I am proud to be Black.”
Public regard refers to how respondents believe other people view their race and consists of
items such as “People from other races think that Blacks have made important contributions.”
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The survey was also utilized as a tool to discuss the Dad’s Black identity and ideas about how
people of different races should interact with one another.
Home Environment. One of the structured in-home activities used to assess the home
environment was a collaborative completion of the Africentric Home Environment Inventory
(AHEI) (Caughy, Randolph & O'Campo, 2002). The AHEI is a 10-item inventory that assesses
the presence of Africentric cultural items in the home environment including African toys, Black
art, Black religious figures or other figurines, African American children’s books, African
American books, variety of music, toys that facilitate learning about African American culture or
history, pictures of African American family members, African American magazines, and
clothing or household items made of African fabrics or print. The inventory was developed for
monoracial African American homes with pre-school children. Despite the difference in the
family chosen for this study, the inventory provides a framework for assessing the home
environment objectively. The inventory was supplemented with four questions that inquire about
how biracial heritage is represented in the home. For example, “How many children’s books
include stories and images of biracial characters?” One limitation of the use of this inventory is
that it was developed for pre-school age children. The children in the family are significantly
older than the population that the scale was developed for. However, the questions still represent
areas that can be assessed, and provided evidence for the environment that was present when the
children were younger. In addition, the questions are also valuable and appropriate beginning
points of discussion. The researcher also assessed the home environment informally by
observing and inquiring about the content media consumed by the family (Internet, television,
news).
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Extended Family. Another structured activity that was introduced by the researcher was
completion of a genogram with the family. This exercise also included an exploration of the
issue of race in each of their extended families and themes of racial messages in each generation.
Similar to a family tree, a genogram graphically outlines demographic information about the
family and can highlight specific aspects (e.g. patterns of emotional expression, medical and
psychiatric, histories, their health behaviors, etc.) (Shellenberger, Dent, Davis-Smith, Seale,
Weintraut & Wright, 2007). For the purposes of this study, a cultural genogram probes for
ethnic and cultural variables, such as the ethnic identity and cultural heritage of the family
members displayed in the graph and can add to the influence of extended family on the family
that is central to this study. The researcher also interviewed the paternal and maternal
grandmothers of Tyrone and Queen.
Community. Queen’s dance instructor was interviewed by the researcher in an attempt to
understand the environments out of the home that Queen is involved in. Tyrone expressed
discomfort with the researcher talking to adults in his community. Consequently, interviews in
his community environments did not take place. Community events attended and participated in
include the researcher’s observation of Queen’s dance class, Tyrone’s recital, Queen’s swim
meet, spending time with Dad at his place of employment, and attending church with the family.
School. Root discusses specific implications for her biracial identity model for school
practices (Root, 1999). The components of the school environment being assessed are based on
Root’s implications. For one, documentation in schools, may or may not allow for a biracial
selection (i.e. checking multiple boxes on race questions). The way teachers handle the issue of
race in the classroom can influence the child’s experience of his or her racial identity. The
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researcher interviewed one of Queen’s teachers, who teaches French and Academic Study and
Enrichment (ASE). ASE is a semi-structured block of time that occurs several times a week. For
the first 30-45 minutes students are asked to read a text of their choice and have complete
freedom in selecting what to read. Next, students can obtain a pass to speak to any of their
teachers to clarify assignments and ask for help with class material. The last portion of the ASE
block consists of a range of active learning tasks that vary throughout the year and can include
anything from attending a theatrical plays performed by the 8th grade class (this situation will be
discussed during the teacher interview) to an in-class experiential activity that is related to
relevant learning outcomes.
Queen’s teacher was asked about how she handles issues of race in classroom and her
views of the child’s racial identity (See Appendix C). The researcher also observed one of
Queen’s social studies classes (with a different teacher). Tyrone expressed discomfort with the
researcher attending a class or talking to his teachers, so teacher data was not collected for him.
Public Record. Two local newspapers were searched to explore any issues regarding
race in the family’s living environment (including the school) within the recent time that the
family has been back in Virginia. The purpose of these data is to open the possibility to inform
the macro-level assessment, particularly the “Regional History of Race-Relations” component of
Root’s model. Lastly, racial statistics of the children’s school environment was used to add to the
researcher’s contextual understanding of the children’s school environment.
Additional sources of information. In line with ethnographic methodology, the
researcher integrated her own journal of the personal experience and reflections that was kept
throughout the research process. In ethnographic research these detailed notes and reflections are
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called field notes and are commonly used as records for analysis (Spradley, 1980). The
researcher’s perspective and experience is described under the heading “Researcher’s
Experience” in the Findings and Interpretation sections, and represents the integration of
participant observation into the findings and interpretation. The family was also offered the
option of keeping a journal. However, they did not find journaling to be a tool they wanted to
use.
Verification
In order to minimize the researcher’s bias and ensure the validity of the interpretations
gathered, the researcher implemented several measures to verify the interpretations.
Debriefing. The role of the debriefer was to provide the researcher with an avenue to
process her thoughts about the interviews and analysis and monitor her own opinions and
reactions to participant statements and observations in an effort to minimize her bias in
interpretation (Spall, 1998). The debriefer had no other involvement in the study and engaged
with the researcher twice a month throughout data collection and on a weekly basis during the
analysis phase of the study.
Journaling. The researcher maintained a journal before, during and after data collection.
Journals and self-reflection of the researcher helped her become aware of preconceived notions
that may influence interpretation by documenting them in detail, especially as it relates to her
experiences in her own Black-White interracial family. In addition, the researcher’s journal
provided a basis for discussion with her debriefer.
Member Checks. Member checks are designed to provide the participants with an
opportunity to evaluate the interpretations made by the researcher and ensure that their
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statements are presented and understood accurately (Marshall & Rossmann, 1999). Throughout
the data collection process and data analysis, the researcher periodically provided the family with
her interpretations, connections, and conclusions drawn from the data collected. Towards the end
of data analysis, the family was also provided with a written summary of the results and
interpretations discovered by the researcher.
Data Analysis
Interviews were audio taped and transcribed by the primary researcher and subsequently
analyzed using an interpretive phenomenological analysis (Smith et al., 2009). The authors
outline five steps to analyze and interpret interview data using this technique. The first step is
“Reading and Re-Reading” (pg. 82), which is the researcher’s intense familiarization with each
of the interviews conducted. The second step, which in practice is merged with the first step, is
“Initial Noting” (pg. 83), where the researcher made notes of semantic content and language.
Third, emergent and patterns themes are identified (also referred to as “clusters of meaning”
[Moustakas, 1994]) in an effort to reduce the interview data to manageable chunks, while
maintaining the overall what was learned in first and second stage of the process. Fourth, the
researcher searched for conceptual connections across emergent themes. Lastly, the researcher
examined themes across the interviews and other data sources to identify the significant
statements that communicate messages about race.
In addition to observing themes that emerge from the interviews, the researcher also
identified themes of observation. Field notes, the genogram, public record and any other data
were treated similarly to the interview data. Themes were identified as they related to the
research questions, and evaluated in combination with the themes that emerged in the interviews.
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The data were integrated into a comprehensive conceptualization and interpretation of the racial
socialization process in the Harrison family. Lastly, the researcher evaluated the existing
literature in regards to the final interpretations and findings to identify similarities or
discrepancies between the experiences and values shared by the family and our current
knowledge base of Black-White interracial families and biracial identity.
Ethical Considerations
In addition to the standard ethical procedures of research such as confidentiality and
informed consent, several ethical considerations that are unique to ethnographic research
required additional strategies to ensure ethical conduct of the study. For one, the intimate nature
of the research process (observation and participation in the home and at family events) moves
questions of personal identity and power of the researcher into the forefront (Descartes, 2007).
Ethnographic research can only take place if a relationship develops between the researcher and
the participants. In this relationship, the power of the relationship lies with the researcher in
several ways. For one, the participant is asked to trust the researcher. The researcher has the
advantage of having a goal of the project and an intention with every question that the participant
may or may not be aware of. Second, a strong relationship between a researcher and the
participants could mimic a therapeutic relationship, which is potentially harmful because that is
not the purpose of the relationship. If trust is developed with the researcher, participants may feel
inclined to be less defensive in hopes of receiving advice or help on family matters (Yow, 2005).
It is unethical to create the illusion that the purpose of the study is to help the family beyond the
boundaries of the project. In an effort to be clear about the limitations of the project, the
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intentions of the researcher, and the rights and emotional safety of the participants, two explicit
strategies were implemented in the study.
Agreement. The researchers drafted an informal verbal agreement with the family in
addition to the traditional informed consent process. The agreement was negotiated mainly with
the children and how they would set limits with the researcher. This agreement was revisited
periodically with each family member and with the family as a whole. For example, in the
beginning of the study Tyrone agreed to the researcher attending one of his sporting events and
talking to his coach. However, during a revisit of this agreement, Tyrone expressed discomfort
with the arrangement, and the researcher did not attend a game or speak with his coaches. For
Tyrone, a similar process occurred for the researcher’s request to talk to his peers or his teachers.
Queen on the other hand affirmed her agreement during the periodic discussion of the activities
involved in the study. Dad Harrison also volunteered an additional activity. Originally, the
researcher did not plan to observe Dad Harrison at work. However, he volunteered this activity
because he expressed that it could give the researcher a better idea of his day-to-day life. The
examples described here demonstrate the flexibility of the research plan and the agreement
reached with the family.
Journals of the Family. Family members were offered the option of maintaining a
journal for two specific reasons: (1) the family would have control over what information they
want to share with the researcher, and what reflections and thoughts they want her to know
about. Journaling in privacy also allows family members to monitor their statements and is
presumably less intrusive than asking about spontaneous self-reflections. (2) Family members
may have thought of important information they want to add to topics discussed with the
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researcher that occur to them in the absence of the researcher. The journal could have provided
an avenue to document the thoughts in absence of the researcher and thereby enable family
members to feel like they have an opportunity to discuss al aspects of the topics they find
important, as opposed to being frustrated about forgetting things that they think of in retrospect
of conversations and activities with the researcher. All family members were issued a journal
during the first meeting. Periodic follow-up regarding the journals revealed that all members of
the family did not want to use the journal.
Challenges Encountered During Data Collection
The researcher was presented with several challenges throughout the course of data
collection. For one, the family’s recent move back to Virginia meant that the children’s
relationships with their peers were not as well developed as they may have been if the family had
been back in the area longer. As a result, identifying a peer to interview became a somewhat
difficult task, as Queen wanted a friend to participate who she felt knew her well. The recent
move is also the reason that the home of the family was in a temporary state. Some moving
boxes were still unpacked, as the family is awaiting the move into their permanent home in a few
months.
Data collection in the school also presented a significant challenge to the research
process. The administrative personnel were unclear of the nature of the research and the benefits
it could potentially yield the Chesterfield County school system. However approval was attained
and data in the school was collected.
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Findings and Interpretation
Findings are organized here to reflect Root’s model to report findings in the following
environmental contexts: community, school, extended family, and the nuclear family (including
the home environment). In each subsection of these general areas, the researcher provides the
results of the participant observation under the heading “Researcher’s Experience,” and her
interpretation of the data (which integrates the data with the researcher’s experience) under the
heading “Interpretation.” The purpose of the interpretation sections is to discuss the findings and
evaluate the data using the available literature and the researcher’s experience.
Community
Community data were gathered from the U.S. Census of 2010 and references of the
historical background of the community the family lives in. This includes the larger community
of the U.S. and regional histories and communities that are geographically proximal to the
family.
Regional history of Race-Relations. One of the most important historical events related
to this study is the case of Loving v. Virginia of 1959. In 1958, two residents of Caroline County
(about 58 miles from Chesterfield County, Virginia, where the Harrison family lives), Mr.
Richard Loving, a White man, and Ms. Mildred Jeter, an African American and Native American
woman were married in Washington, D.C.. Virginia’s Racial Integrity Act of 1924 (antimiscegenation law) prohibiting interracial marriage was in effect in Virginia, which led to the
arrest of Richard and Mildred Loving upon their return to Virginia. The couple pleaded guilty in
1959 and was sentenced to 1 year of prison, but was able to suspend the sentence by agreeing to
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leave the state of Virginia for 25 years (Hoewe & Zeldes, 2011). Court records reveal statements
of Leon Bazile, the trial judge who delivered the sentence, to include:
Almighty God created the races white, black, yellow, Malay, and red, and he placed them
on separate continents. And but for the interference with his arrangement there would be
no cause for such marriages. The fact that he separated the races shows that he did not
intend for the races to mix. (Hoewe & Zeldes, 2011, pg. 3)
The comments made by Leon Bazile demonstrate a religious justification for the antimiscegenation law and is likely an expression of widely held opinions of the time.
The couple appealed the sentence in 1966, but the Virginia Supreme Court of Appeals
upheld the anti-miscegenation law. The Lovings submitted an appeal to the U.S. Supreme Court
that reached a unanimous decision in June of 1967 that the anti-miscegenation law was
unconstitutional (Hoewe & Zeldes, 2011). Certainly, this case is an important testament to the
history of race-related attitudes held in the larger regional environment.
In addition to understanding the larger historical context, two local newspapers were
searched to capture any recent regional events. Archives were searched using the time frame that
the family had been back in Virginia after their two-year stay in Missouri (January 2011 through
March 2012). The following search terms were used: biracial, multiracial, interracial, racerelations. One large regional daily newspaper, Richmond Times Dispatch, with a circulation of
about 125,011 (171,510 Sunday circulation) produced 19 articles and one video with the search
terms in the time frame of interest. A local, county-based weekly newspaper, The Chesterfield
Observer, with a circulation of about 69,244 (Chesterfield Observer, 2011) did not produce any
articles with the search terms in the time frame of interest. According to the Chesterfield
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Observer (2011) the newspaper has a higher circulation than the Richmond Times Dispatch
within Chesterfield County and is the largest circulation of any weekly newspaper in Virginia.
Three general topics were present in the search results: increasing diversity, the Loving’s case
and interracial marriage, and race and racism.
Eleven of the 20 search results involved addressing or reporting the increasing diversity
of the U.S. and Virginia. Articles in this category referred to recently released Census data,
redefining voter districts by race, and report of diversity of schools (i.e. Virginia Commonwealth
University) (Edlund, 2011; Green, 2011a, 2011b, 2011c; Jones, 2011; Nolan, 2012; Pitts, 2011;
Smith, 2011; Times-Dispatch Staff, 2011a, 2011b, 2012). One video (about 3 minutes in length)
of an interracial family was returned in the search results, highlighting the multiple races
represented in the family and multiracial family members (Edlund, 2011). Two articles reported
on the “Chesterfield Multicultural Commission” (Green, 2011b, 2011c). The articles provide
information about the Multicultural Advisory Commission, which was formed in 2009 and is
starting a program to “improve county dialogue with its diverse communities.” The program
includes a series of focus groups to address several issues including education, public safety,
health, housing, and business development.
Five of the 20 articles related to opinions about interracial marriage in general or
specifically the case of the Loving family (Hinkle, 2011; Reid, 2011; Times-Dispatch Staff,
2011c, 2011d; Williams, 2012). These articles included information about a newly released
documentary by Home Box Office (HBO) on the Loving’s case (Williams, 2012), a confederate
protest against a plaque noting the civil rights battle of the Loving family in Richmond, Virginia
(Times-Dispatch Staff, 2011c), the results of a poll in Mississippi that revealed that 46 percent of
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Republicans think interracial marriage should be against the law, and a church in eastern
Kentucky that overturned a ban of interracial couples from their congregation (Times-Dispatch
Staff, 2011d). One of the articles discussed a curator’s lecture in a Chesterfield County library
that spurred discussion on race in Virginia and in Virginia schools. This discussion also included
information about the Loving’s case (Reid, 2011). It is important to note that neither of the topics
discussing issues of diversity, race, or interracial marriage in Chesterfield County were covered
in any of the search results of the Chesterfield County newspaper.
Four of the 20 articles reported on issues of race and racism (Pelling, 2011; Reid, 2012;
Williams, 2011; Yen, 2011). One article reported on a current Science Museum exhibition that is
called “Race-Are We So Different?” (Reid, 2012). Another example is an article that discusses
how Blacks are “the new racists” and names examples of “racist acts” committed by “black
youngsters” (Williams, 2011).
Interpretation. The results of the community analysis through public record revealed
contradicting evidence about messages sent concerning Black-White biracial individuals and
interracial families. For one, it appears that there is a growing public interest in the historical
background of interracial marriages, specifically the landmark case of Loving v. State of
Virginia. The search of local newspapers revealed both an appreciation of the contribution of this
case to the Civil Rights Movement (for example through the documentary and several articles
outlining the events of the case), but also some public resistance to fully accepting,
acknowledging, or agreeing with the change in legislation, as evidenced by the article reporting a
protest against a plaque placed in honor of the Loving’s family.
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In addition, the lack of articles that met the search criteria in the Chesterfield County
Observer contrasts the articles discovered in the Richmond Times Dispatch that specifically
cover race-related events in Chesterfield County. The Richmond Times Dispatch published
articles regarding the Multicultural Advisory Commission which is specific to Chesterfield
County and a public discussion at a Chesterfield library that concerned interracial relationships
and the Loving’s case. Even though the sample of articles is low (only three articles specifically
mention Chesterfield), there may be a case of underreporting issues of diversity or race. It is
unclear how representative the Chesterfield County Observer is of the overall sentiment of the
county. However, the analysis conducted for the current study supports the notion that even
though Chesterfield County appears to be working towards sensitivity to issues of diversity and
race (e.g. Multicultural Advisory Commission), there may also be a significant proportion of the
Chesterfield County population that is resistant to or unaware of race-related issues (in particular
the Chesterfield Observer readership). The relative influence of the Chesterfield Observer (larger
circulation in Chesterfield County and largest weekly newspaper in Virginia) highlight the
impact of the messages sent through this medium.
Church. Mom Harrison’s family of origin affiliates with an Episcopalian denomination,
while Dad Harrison’s family of origin affiliates a predominantly Black congregation belonging
to the United Church of Christ. Mom and Dad Harrison have chosen to join and worship at a
United Methodist Church, which they attend as time allows (average about once a month).
According to the religious denominational classification system proposed by Streensland et al.
(2000), all three of the above mentioned denominations are categorized as Mainline Protestant
denominations. Streensland et al.’s model (2000) proposes division of religious affiliation based
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on theological criteria into mainline Protestant, evangelical Protestant, Black Protestant, Roman
Catholic, Jewish, and other (e.g., Mormon, Jehovah's Witness, Muslim, Hindu, and Unitarian).
Even though the authors distinguish Black protestant churches from other denominations, Dad
Harrison’s church, the United Church of Christ, falls in this category because it is a traditionally
White denomination.
The researcher attended church services with the Harrison family. The vast majority of
the church congregation is White. The service lasted an hour and communion was taken during
the service.
Researcher’s Experience. My Black Baptist upbringing and comfort in Black Baptist
churches likely helped me identify with Dad. Because of this identification, I was somewhat
surprised about the family’s choice of a United Methodist church for their worship. I believe
several of the observations that were most salient to me are a result of my personal religious
background. For one, the service seemed extremely short to me. Church services from my
experience are rarely under two hours, while the service I attended with the family lasted less
than an hour. During my discussions later with Dad Harrison, I discovered that his past
experience is similar to my own, where Sunday church services lasted up to four hours. Second,
church attendees remained in their seats during the greeting period and shook each other’s hands.
This was probably the portion of the service that stood out to me the most, as I am accustomed to
hugging people leaving my seat during the greeting period. From my perspective, this worship
experience was drastically different from what I experienced from Black Baptist churches, and
was closer to my experience in an Episcopalian church of my undergraduate institution.
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Interpretation. In regards to choosing the religious worship environment, the family has
chosen a congregation that is racially more similar to the religious upbringing of Mom Harrison
than to the religious upbringing of Dad Harrison. Later discussions with both parents about
religion revealed that both are aware of racial differences in religious practice (see Family
section). Even though the family reached a compromise of attending a United Methodist church
which is theologically in the same category as both church denominations of origin, it is likely
that there are significant differences in religious practices of the churches Mom and Dad
Harrison grew up in. Predominantly Black churches frequently include distinct elements of
worship. For example, musical styles such as improvised hymnals, vocal agility, and a more
“secular” style of gospel music are routinely used as methods of worship in Black churches
(Costen, 1993). In addition, Black preaching frequently uses descriptive imagery, narratives to
illustrate theological messages and an African-informed preaching style that emphasizes
dialogue between the religious leader and the congregation (i.e. “call-and-response”). Lastly,
prayer is often spontaneously offered, which is thought of as evidence of divine direction in the
worship process (Costen, 1993). Mom and Dad Harrison both confirmed presence of these
worship practices in Dad Harrison’s church during their individual interviews.
Consequently, the children’s religious worship experience consists of White religious
practices. The theological perspective of the family’s choice of congregation (United Methodist)
is in line with both Mom and Dad Harrison’s religious affiliations of origin. Mom and Dad
Harrison reported that the children have attended a predominantly Black church when visiting
their paternal grandmother.
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Extracurricular Activities. Queen and Tyrone are involved in numerous extracurricular
activities. Queen is on a swim team, attends a Hip Hop dance class, and plays the violin for
orchestra. Tyrone plays soccer on highly competitive levels and plays the French horn. The
researcher attended three extracurricular events that Queen and Tyrone participated in: Queen’s
dance class, Tyrone’s recital, and Queen’s swim meet. Each of the activities also provided
opportunities to gain information and experiences with other family members or community
members.
After reaching an agreement with Queen, the researcher attended one of her Hip Hop
dance classes. Queen and the instructor are the only females of Color in the dance class. All
other girls (about 10) in the class appeared to be White. In addition there was one Black male
and one White male in the class. The instructor made several references to popular culture while
teaching the choreography including Kevin Hart, the Matrix, Joss Stone, Adele, NAS, Outkast,
Andre 3000, and Aretha Franklin (predominantly Black artists). The class was taught to beats of
Michael Jackson, Lil Wayne, and a remix of Earth Wind and Fire. When class was dismissed,
Queen and the instructor, Amy, began a discussion about hair. Throughout the discussion Amy
provided small pieces of advice regarding Queen’s hair such as “Now you know we can’t
straighten our hair, unless it’s the winter time,” and Queen responded with “Yeah, I wish I
could.” In addition to joking, smiling and exchanging information, Amy and Queen also “high
fived” each other several times throughout this discussion.
In addition to the observation of the dance class, the researcher interviewed Amy. She
was raised in Williamsburg, Virginia and shared that she experienced marginalization as a child
from both Black and White children in her community. She chooses to identify as “halfrican,” a
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term that expresses her “half African ancestry.” She explained that her mother is Italian and
Spanish (White) and her father is originally from Guyana, South America (Black). She said that
she chose the term and feels empowered by it, especially because the names she was called as a
child were hurtful to her, such as “zebra” or “oreo.” Amy also expressed that the issue of hair
was very important to her growing up. She said her mother did not know how to care for her hair
and consequently cut it short. As a result of this experience, she takes advantage of opportunities
to advise young girls who are in similar situations, like Queen. She deliberately makes time to
talk to her about her hair, because she does not want her to “go through the same things” as she
did. Amy also explained that she sees Queen as a very confident young girl, and feels like she
has a special connection to her, like a younger sister. She explained that things she appreciates
about Queen are her confidence, respectfulness, openness, and eclectic preference of music.
The researcher was also able to attend a swim meet that Queen was competing in. The
majority of the time during this event was spent with Mom Harrison, sitting in lawn chairs
outside of the building where the swim competition was taking place. Most of the other
competitors at the swim meet were White. Three Black-White interracial couples were observed
attending the event. During the time the researcher and Mom were waiting, they discussed some
experiences regarding Queen’s hair. Mom had other people groom Queen’s hair in the past, but
realized that not everyone can take care of her daughter’s hair. One hair dresser cut Queen’s hair
“too short.” Mom explained that recently, Queen does not care much about her hair, and wears a
ponytail most of the time. Recently, Mom has identified a hair dresser that they can go to now,
but that she has stopped trying to manage Queen’s hair herself because “she hurts her.”
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Even though the researcher was not able to attend an event related to Queen’s
participation in orchestra, Queen shared that her peers in this environment represent a diverse
group of ethnic and racial backgrounds. She explained that even though there are no Black or
any other Black-White biracial individuals who participate in orchestra with her, she plays with
people who are of Asian and Latino descent.
Another community activity the researcher participated in was Tyrone’s recital. Tyrone
plays the French horn and the recital took place at the high school he attends. The auditorium
was completely full and the majority of the students and parents attending were White.
Researcher’s Experience. I was most struck by the themes and patterns that emerged
from being able to witness and experience Queen in multiple environments. Amy’s feelings of
closeness to Queen and her experience of feeling like “a big sister” is exactly the interpretation
of their relationship I noted when witnessing their interaction after dance class. I’m also struck
by the symbolic and tangible importance of Queen’s hair, and how that is addressed with her
mother.
My hair is a blend of the White European hair texture and the Native American hair
texture stemming from my paternal grandmother’s family. As a young girl, my mother always
groomed my hair and I would often compare my hair to friends who had African hair textures,
wishing that my hair resembled theirs. My hair texture seemed to separate me from people I
identified with. This was also the case as an undergraduate student at a historically Black
college. I disliked my hair because it separated me from the people and the culture I felt close to.
Interpretation. All of Queen’s community environments consist of a majority White peer
group. She is frequently the only person of African descent among her peers. Later conversation
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with Mom Harrison revealed that Mom perceives this as a function of socioeconomic status,
meaning that the lower representation of people of African descent in Queen’s community
settings are because people of African descent are less represented in community activities that
require a significant financial contribution. Even though this is a plausible explanation for the
majority White community environments, it is also clear that there is no specific effort made to
provide Queen with opportunities for more diverse environments (see Family section for the
parental ideology of race).
As a consequence of being one of few or the only Black-White biracial person in her
community environments, Queen often stands out. In addition to standing out because of her
race, Queen is also physically more mature than her peers, which her mother has noticed. This is
not unusual for African American girls (Herman-Giddens, Slora, Wasserman, Bourdony; et al.,
1997) and hence is likely a result of Queen’s African ancestry. Queen’s community
environments put her in situations where she is frequently “different.”
Queen’s hair is another feature that makes her different from her White peers. However,
this feature also seems to create a strong sense of connection with her dance instructor. The care
of African hair has been identified as a medium of cultural socialization. Majors (2003) asserts
that African American hair salons provide an important venue to transmit cultural knowledge
during the activity of caring for hair via a specific type of communication. In addition, hairstyles
for African American women often represent beliefs and internal psychological states (OkazawaRey, Robinson, & Ward, 1987). Further, the process of grooming and combing hair that takes
place between mother and child is an intimate, emotionally intense mechanism of racial
socialization and provides a platform for the development of self-concept and identity for the
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child (Lewis, 1999). Queen’s African hair texture and her mother’s struggle with caring for her
daughter’s hair may have spurred Queen (consciously or subconsciously) to seek this connection
elsewhere.
Despite the fact that all of Queen’s environments consist of majority White peers, she
seems to seek out environments where she is exposed to Black culture and women of Color, like
her dance instructor, Amy. The bond that Queen and Amy have created appears to fulfill
Queen’s need for understanding the physical (i.e. her hair) and cultural pieces (i.e. music) of her
African ancestry and finding ways to integrate that with other cultural pieces that she feels drawn
to. For example, Queen and the instructor frequently exchange titles of songs that the other is
asked to listen to. While Amy largely provides Queen with music from Black recording artists
(usually Hip Hop or R n’ B), Queen provides Amy with songs from White performing artists
(usually Rock music). This exchange of music can be viewed as symbolic for an exchange and
perhaps negotiation of cultural identities that Queen exercises through her interaction and
connection with Amy. Lastly, it is important to note that Queen volunteered the information
about the ethnic and racial composition of her peers in orchestra, when the researcher shared the
observation that most of her peers are White. This signifies an awareness of racial composition
of her environments.
The observation of Tyrone’s community environment did not yield any significant results
other than the fact that the majority of his peers in the band and orchestra were White. Later
conversations with Tyrone provided some information about his other community environments
(see Family section).
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Work Environment. Dad Harrison offered the researcher an opportunity to visit him at
his place of employment. He is a portfolio manager for an investment firm. As a fixed income
portfolio manager Dad’s job includes observing world markets on a daily and hourly basis and
reading literature to determine trends that can inform investment decisions. Dad is the only
Black male in the office, which includes investment and marketing staff. During a family
discussion in the beginning of the research process, Mom Harrison mentioned that they had
suspicions about Dad Harrison being sought after by his present employer because of the racial
diversity he adds to the company in addition to the skills he has demonstrated in his profession.
Dad has pictures of his family on his desk: one picture of Mom, one of Tyrone, and one
of Queen. Dad also explained that Tyrone has spent a considerable amount of time at his office
in the past. Before the office changed locations, Tyrone waited in Dad’s office for him to take
him to soccer practice. Likely as a result of Tyrone’s exposure and increased knowledge about
the business, Tyrone has expressed interest in becoming a Hedge fund manager.
During the time spent in the office colleagues engaged in friendly banter. One of the
jokes that were made was that Dad Harrison is overdressed at times. The colleagues pointed out
that they were wearing business casual attire, but that Dad Harrison frequently wore a suit to
work. Even though he was not wearing the suit jacket over his dress shirt for the time of the
observation, his colleagues pointed out the typical attire habits of Dad to the researcher. It should
be noted that Dad Harrison did not see this “as a big deal” because he enjoys “dressing nicely.”
Researcher’s Experience. It seemed like a comfortable and collegial work environment
to me. The people working in the office were friendly and used humor to communicate with each
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other. I do not have any personal work experience in office settings. However, I have experience
being in other work environments where the majority of the colleagues are White.
I know that occasionally, I consider my age and race when I am selecting my wardrobe.
For one, I know that I may appear younger than I am to some people, so there are instances
where I deliberately choose clothing that is slightly more professional than is standard practice in
my environment. I also worry about people underestimating my professional abilities because of
my race, which sometimes leads to slightly more professional dress to counteract the possible
underestimation.
Interpretation. Dad Harrison’s occupation requires strong analytical skills and business
sense. He appears to enjoy his work and his colleagues and feels valued by the company. There
may be underlying and unspoken dynamics that could be related to race. For one, if Dad
continues to hold the suspicion that diversity issues increase his worth to the company, this could
generate a sense of pride. It is also possible that this creates pressure that Dad Harrison copes
with by ensuring that his physical presentation leaves no room for criticism. Research in the area
of corporate business attire has found empirical evidence for racial differences in the use and
perception of clothing in the workplace. For example, African American male participants in a
mixed methods investigation of corporate work attire rated clothing as more important to success
in the workplace than White men (McLeod & Damhorst, 1996). Some of the comments
participants made in the study, revealed that the African American men felt that they had to
outperform their White counterparts in every way to succeed, including dress, and felt that they
were judged more critically.
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Alternatively, O'Neal (1998) conducted in-depth interviews with African American men
and women regarding the aesthetic of dress and discovered that one of central theme of the
African American aesthetics of dress is “the tendency to dress up” (pg. 171) in order to
communicate respect of oneself or others on varying occasions. The themes of the interview also
reflected African centered values. The absence of a clear distinction between the spiritual (i.e.
one’s “being”) and the material (i.e. one’s clothing) is an essential feature of African-centered
philosophy that may contribute to the tendency to dress up (O'Neal, 1998). Dad Harrison may
incorporate the belief of the increased importance of appearance for African Americans in
corporate employment settings with African American aesthetics of dress to make decisions
about his attire.
Considering the significant amount of time that Tyrone has spent in his father’s work
environment, it is likely that Tyrone has adopted the value of professionalism through his time in
the office. It is also possible that Tyrone has learned from his father’s professional behavior
(including choice of attire) implicitly.
School
Both Tyrone and Queen Harrison attend school in the Chesterfield County Public School
system (CCPS). In regards to monoracial Blacks, the racial make-up of the Chesterfield County
Public School district is comparable to the racial make-up in the state of Virginia. About 19.6%
of the population in Virginia is Black or African American, while about 22.3% of the
Chesterfield County Public School district indicated a Black or African American racial label.
However, the statistics regarding people who chose a Black-White biracial label show that about
0.8% of the population in Virginia endorsed Black or African American and White labels, while
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0.4% endorsed this label in the Chesterfield County Public School district. Thus, Black-White
biracial individuals may be slightly underrepresented in the Chesterfield County school district
(Census, 2010) (see Table 1).
Table 1
Percentage of Black and Biracial Individuals in Virginia and Chesterfield County School
District

Virginia

Chesterfield County School District

Black

19.6

22.3

Black White Biracial

0.8

0.4

In addition to statistics of the overall population, racial statistics for gifted education
programs in Virginia were accessed. Tyrone and Queen Harrison are in gifted programs in their
respective schools. Their school district defines gifted learners in line with the U.S. Department
of Education as “children or youth with outstanding talent who perform or show the potential for
performing at remarkably high levels of accomplishment when compared with others of their
age, experience or environment” (Chesterfield County Public Schools, 2012). In order to meet
the needs of gifted students, CCPS provides separate educational opportunities and differentiated
instructional programs. Students can be nominated for gifted education by parents, guardians,
staff members, community members, or students. Upon nomination, a student profile is compiled
that includes student products, observations of in-class behaviors, student interview, rating
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scales, an aptitude measure, achievement measures, and grades (Chesterfield County Public
Schools [CCPS], 2012). The process for entering gifted education is described here to highlight
the thorough and rigorous nature of entering such a program.
State-wide statistics of Black students in the gifted programs show a relatively stable
percentage of referrals to such programs. Between 2000 and 2010 Black students made up 9-12
percent of the total student population and made up 14-17 percent of referrals for gifted
programs. Two years of statistics were unusual. In 2008/2009 Black students made up 25.6
percent of the student population (unusually high) and in 2002/2003, Black students made up
about 20.5 percent of referrals for gifted programs (unusually high).
The year of 2010/2011 was the first time that race statistics included the option to
indicate “two or more races.” About 4.8 percent of students in the Virginia gifted programs
selected “two or more races,” and these students make up about 5.1 percent of the total number
of students referred to gifted programs. The data available do not provide information about the
specific racial background of the students who were classified as “two or more races.”
The researcher also accessed the strategic plan put forth by CCPS in an effort to better
understand the mission and values as they relate to diversity and multicultural issues. The plan
includes a goal to increase cultural competence. The plan outlines the importance of creating an
emotionally and physically safe environment for a diverse student population and states that
professional development activities should help employees build the “knowledge and skills to
establish safe and orderly learning environments characterized by mutual respect in which
academic achievement and psychosocial development will occur” (CCPS, 2012).
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School observation. The researcher observed Queen during a social studies class
(history), where the students learned about the Abolitionist and Suffrage Movements. Students
were engaged in an in-class group assignment (groups of 3 or 4) which asked them to create a
“teaching poster.” The poster was required to include the facts of the Abolitionist and Suffrage
Movements, all of the facts that were located in their Standards of Learning (SOL) outline,
definitions of “abolitionist” and “suffrage,” supporting facts from their textbook, and drawings or
pictures to represent the facts. Students were encouraged to be creative.
Queen’s group included three other members, all of whom were White females. It
appeared that Queen had an existing relationship with them, as they joked and laughed together
while working on their teaching poster. Queen and her classmates decided to divide the poster
into two halves: one half for the abolitionist movement and one half for the suffrage movement.
The half of the project that was of particular interest for the current study (the abolitionist
movement) is depicted in Figure 3.

Figure 3. In-class assignment completed by Queen and three other classmates during class
observation
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Group members included the exact facts and wording that could be found in the SOL
outline. The images they chose, in addition to the process that occurred while they were
designing the poster, revealed an acute attention to detail. Three abolitionist leaders were
highlighted: Harriet Tubman, William Lloyd Garrison, and Frederick Douglass. Harriet Tubman
is depicted in the far left of the poster, being followed by smaller stick figures that represent
enslaved Africans escaping the Confederate South through the Underground Railroad. Queen
and her classmates engaged in an extensive discussion about whether or not Harriet Tubman
should be depicted wearing a bandanna and what her clothing should look like. Queen was
opposed to the idea of a bandanna at first and asked her group members, “Why does she have to
wear a bandanna?” Her peers made the argument that it helps keep her hair in place. The group
decided that she would in fact wear a bandanna and that her dress should be “off the shoulder.”
The group elaborated on the dress by describing how Harriet Tubman may have ripped her dress
during an escape, and had to modify it on her travels to the North. Group members also included
small commentary next to the images on the poster in pencil (the comments are not visible in
Figure 3). Next to Harriet Tubman a comment was inserted that said, “I run dis.”
The second person depicted is William Lloyd Garrison and is located immediately to the
right of Harriet Tubman. The group was unsure about his race and asked the teacher to clarify
this fact. The teacher responded by saying, “he’s a Caucasian, who fought along-side Black
abolitionists.” The girls proceeded to draw his face with the lightest color of orange marker that
they could locate. They also collaboratively decided to depict him as an older White male (as
opposed to a younger White male), which resulted in a partially bald man with grey hair and
glasses. The group began to illustrate Frederick Douglass but ran out of time for the project for
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that class period. The beginning of the drawing is visible in the far right bottom corner of Figure
3.
Teacher Interview. The researcher interviewed Queen’s French teacher (Caroline), a
White female. Although issues of race and diversity are not a daily topic, Caroline stated that the
discussion of these issues occurs in her French class in several ways. She explained that because
a large proportion of African countries are French-speaking (about 45%), the course includes
historic background about countries such as the Democratic Republic of Congo and Djibouti. In
addition, many Northern African countries include large Muslim faith communities, which are
also integrated into the class discussion. Lastly, part of the course is also spent discussing issues
of people from African countries immigrating to France and consequent cultural developments
over the past 100 years.
When asked about whether or not issues about interracial or cross-cultural relationships
are ever discussed, Caroline explained that this would be difficult and has never been a point of
discussion. She said that it would be possible in theory, especially considering that she knows
that Catholic and Muslim people intermarry in some African countries and of the relationships
between Black and White French citizens, but that to her, this was too difficult and sensitive of a
topic to broach with her students.
Caroline explained that she hesitates to “delve in too far” to issues of race during class for
several reasons. For one, she said that it is difficult to get the children and herself “to a place
where [we] feel open and honest enough without fearing that someone is going to lash out
verbally.” She clarified that she worries about this not because she suspects hateful intentions,
but that she does not know “where everyone comes from” in respect to issues of race and
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diversity. Second, Caroline said that she does not feel like she has enough training to address
more sensitive topics in the classroom. She does not want to introduce topics to her students that
could include “something negative for them in a personal way.”
Further discussion with Caroline revealed that she has a sense of where her hesitation
originates. She explained that her parents are “not very open.” They are originally from Ohio and
grew up in an all-White rural area. Her parents later moved to Norfolk, Virginia and divorced.
Caroline’s mother remarried a man who was second or third generation member of the Ku Klux
Klan (KKK), an extreme White supremacy group. Caroline reported that “although outright
hatred was not part of every day, more ‘colorful racial expressions’ were thrown around in my
house. It was a normal thing. I was used to it.” Even though Caroline grew up in a racially
diverse environment in Norfolk, she was always unsure about what things were acceptable to say
in regards to race. She further reported that, even as a child, she had a sense that the things she
heard at home were not acceptable, which has made her somewhat sensitive and insecure about
the issue of race. Learning how to talk about issues of race “in a way that’s respectful was not
well modeled” for her. Consequently, when the topic arises in public, she has a tendency to
withdraw because she fears offending someone.
Caroline’s father also remarried, and as a result of that union, two Black-White biracial
girls have become part of Caroline’s family (from her stepmother’s first marriage). She
explained that they have a “flagrant attitude about their mixed background” and create “funny
terminology for being biracial.” Caroline speculates that this is a coping mechanism for them,
but also feels disconnected from them because of the way they talk about their race. She said she
cannot relate to them and hence, feels a sense of disconnection. She further speculates that the
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distance she experiences is part of what makes her nervous about approaching issues of race
outside of her family and increases her fear of offending someone. She wondered, “If I can’t
relate to someone that is part of my family I’m really scared of what I’m going to do with a
stranger.”
When issues of race and diversity are raised in class or in her personal life, Caroline
becomes anxious. She said that it is difficult for her to discuss those issues because being White
means that the statements she makes will be “scrutinized a little differently than somebody else’s
commentary gets scrutinized.” Caroline also shared that issues of racism or inappropriate
comments have come up in the school setting, though she could not recall any incidents that
specifically involved Queen.
During one incident, the students used their time of ASE to watch the 8th grade class
perform an interpretation of The Taming of the Shrew, a comedy by William Shakespeare. One
of the lines that were spoken during the play was “take the Black one, they run the fastest”
(which is likely a variation on an actual line of Act I that reads “He that runs the fastest gets the
ring” [Shakespeare, 1564-1616]). Caroline said that the reaction of the teachers was “Oh God,
you can’t say that! You can’t do that,” as her eyes widened and she demonstrated a gasp. Further,
she noted that there was a group of African American students in the auditorium that were
“livid,” which Caroline thought was understandable.
Caroline has noticed that the children do not have a sense of what things are
inappropriate to say. For example, the line in the play, “take the Black one, they run the fastest,”
was something most children experienced as humorous. She discussed the “fine line” between a
stereotype and a generality and that certain statements are not acceptable, depending on who is
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making the statement. She has also noticed smaller incidents of making generalities in the
classroom. Specifically, Caroline reported that some children have a distorted notion of what
type of student is successful in school. She said they often assume that Asian students excel
academically, or that all of the children in the gifted program excel academically. Further, some
students use these generalities to explain their own school performance and say “I’m not
succeeding because I’m not like you [belonging to a type of group].” Caroline attempts to
combat assumptions made about certain groups by emphasizing that the reason students are
successful are specific behaviors that they perform such as paying attention, completing their
homework with care, following directions, and asking questions in class. She tries to eliminate
race out of the equation of what it means to be successful.
Specific to Queen, Caroline was unsure about how Queen identifies racially. She
expressed that Queen would likely respond to a question about her identity by stating both sides
of her heritage. Caroline does not think that race is a factor in Queen’s interactions with her peers
or in any way negatively impacts Queen’s experience as a student. She describes Queen as a
leader that other students will quickly follow. According to Caroline, Queen “knows who she is,
what she wants, and how to get it.” It is apparent to Caroline that Queen has been taught the
values of hard work and respect in her home environment.
Researcher’s experience. Despite the initial bureaucratic challenges of collecting data in
the school, I felt supported and welcomed by the administration staff and teachers. The principal
of the school and another administrator expressed particular interest in the topic of the current
study. One administrator shared that her own dissertation explored the issue of
underrepresentation of racial minority students in gifted programs. Both teachers were motivated
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to help me with the project in any way they could. The social studies teacher readily volunteered
materials to help me understand the context current assignment, encouraged me to move freely
around the classroom during observation, and demonstrated interest in the current study.
Caroline, Queen’s French teacher, was very open about her ideas and background, which
exceeded my expectations of a brief interview. Despite her admittance to discomfort with the
issue of race, she appeared relatively comfortable in her discussions with me.
I was also somewhat surprised by the attention to race-related issues in the curriculum
and the classroom itself. Though there are likely areas of improvement for the curriculum in
regards to multicultural topics, I was pleasantly surprised to find affirming language (e.g.
“enslaved African Americans” as opposed to “slaves”), and more attention to the effects of
slavery on American society than I had anticipated for a 6th grade curriculum (e.g. SOLs include
a section on social position, descriptions of West African societies, African American inventors,
the effects of the Civil War on African Americans, and numerous acknowledgements of systemic
discrimination against African Americans). Perhaps my surprise is due to the absence of many
of these topics from my own primary education within the school setting. Most of the knowledge
I gained about the effects of slavery was gained from my father’s instruction to me through films
such as Glory (Zwick & Field, 1989), Roots (Marguiles, Chomsky, Erman, Greene, & Moses,
1977), and discussions.
The portion of the project I found myself uncomfortable with was the comment inserted
next to Harriet Tubman (“I run dis”). The use of Black vernacular appeared out of place and as a
joke, trivializing the project. However, I recognize that my reaction may be disproportionate
considering the developmental level of the students.
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Interpretation. CCPS has demonstrated a recent increased attention to issues of race and
diversity as it relate to the quality of education they provide to their students. This is evidenced
by the option of selecting “two or more races” starting in the 2010/2011 school year. In addition,
the strategic plan for 2020 includes an explicit value of professional development activities help
employees build increase their knowledge and skills in addressing issues of diversity in a way
that enhances academic achievement.
The organizational and state-wide trends (represented through the SOL) became visible
in the classroom and on an individual level. For one, the SOL outlines and requirements
demonstrate an attention to the effects of slavery on American society that exceeded the
expectations of the researcher for a 6th grade curriculum. As a consequence, student assignments
are conducted such as the one Queen and her peers completed during the observation. In
addition, race-related topics are discussed in classes that traditionally may not have included
race, such as Queen’s French class. Even though attention is paid to African countries and
Muslim religion, Caroline, Queen’s teacher, noted that broaching the subject of interracial or
cross-cultural relationships was a more sensitive and difficult topic. In addition, Caroline was not
sure about how Queen identifies racially, which demonstrates a lack of acknowledgement or
knowledge of Black-White biracial identity. It would be advantageous to know if this is also the
case for other teachers. If so, inclusion of biracial topics should be considered to be included in
diversity training (see Implications). The implicit message sent by not mentioning biracial
individuals or interracial relationships at all, may communicate that such unions are not
encouraged or abnormal.
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Caroline also explained that she hesitates to address the sensitive topic of race because
she does not feel as though she has the skills to manage those discussions. Professional
development activities to enhance these skills are part of the strategic plan and may be part of
Caroline’s training in the near future. A workshop for teachers that includes an experiential skillbased component (i.e. communication skills, community-building skills, and self-care skills) in
addition to didactic training concerning ethical issues of race and diversity in the classroom has
been shown to increase cultural competence both through self-report and behavior-based
measures (Rogers-Sirin & Sirin, 2009).
Despite her lack of confidence in skill and anxiety about offending students, Caroline
demonstrated a relatively high level of awareness of her Whiteness and was open to discussing
her emotional reactions to racism. She also expressed a willingness to address issues of race in a
way that combats stereotypes. For example, when academic success is attributed to the racial
category of a classmate, Caroline makes an effort to point to specific behaviors that facilitate
student success as opposed to racial group membership. Because of her personal experiences
with her family, Caroline also worries about her ability to connect to students of African descent.
However, Queen specifically encouraged the researcher to interview Caroline because she is one
of her favorite teachers. Caroline may underestimate the positive relationships she has with
Queen.
During the group activity Queen performed, the students demonstrated an awareness of
race (when asking the teacher for the race of one of William Lloyd Garrison). The discussion of
Queen and her peers about Harriet Tubman wearing a bandanna may represent Queen’s initial
resistance to stereotypes. Even though Queen did not seem bothered by the comment inserted
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next to Harriet Tubman (“I run dis”), this may also be an expression of a stereotype. Similarly,
the race-related event Caroline shared (the comment made of “take the Black one, they run the
fastest”) was an expression of a racist stereotype. As a result, it appears that the messages sent in
Queen’s school environment include a hesitance to address interracial families or biracial
individuals, an affirming and inclusive curriculum of African Americans and other people of
African descent in the Diaspora, and peer environments that humorously present stereotypes of
Blacks.
Extended Family
In an effort to understand generational influences on race-related messages, the
researcher interviewed paternal and maternal extended family members. To augment the
understanding of the family’s history the researcher and the Harrison family engaged in a semistructured genogram exercise. The first step in this exercise was to generate a basic family tree of
blood relatives and other family members that the Harrison family considered important to
include. Dad Harrison retrieved his family Bible to assist with some of the data on his father’s
side of the family. In the second step the family was asked to determine one word or phrase that
describes the subfamily’s attitudes towards other races and interracial marriage. All family
members, Mom and Dad Harrison, Tyrone, and Queen participated in this exercise (See Figure
4).
Maternal Extended Family. Mom Harrison’s mother (M-grandma) is originally from
England. After completing her education and training as a psychiatric nurse in England, she
immigrated to the United States because of a wish to travel and explore. Upon her arrival, she
lived with a paternal aunt who married an American during World War II. During her time
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working in a hospital in New York, she met her husband, Mom Harrison’s father. Mom
Harrison’s father was raised in Virginia. He was born in China (his father worked for the British
American Tobacco Company in China) and came to the United States as a teenager. He served in
the Korean War. M-grandma and M-grandpa were married in New York and moved to Roanoke,
Virginia when Mom Harrison was three years old. They separated when Mom Harrison was 13
years old. M-grandma has lived in Richmond, Virginia for over 20 years.
Maternal Grandmother (M-grandma). The researcher had an opportunity to interview
the maternal grandmother of Queen and Tyrone Harrison. She explained that she was raised in a
small town in a middle class family in England. Her aunt and uncle, who lived in London, were
also very influential people in her life while she was growing up. She described her father as
resistant to interracial friendships and relationships. M-grandma met Indian and African medical
students during her progression through nursing school and invited several of them to her home.
She said that her father made an effort to be polite, but that he was not necessarily welcoming or
warm. She would warn her friends before visiting her, “My dad is not sure about how he feels
about other cultures.” M-grandma also dated a man from India, but kept it a secret from her
father. She said, when her father found out, he “went ballistic.” M-grandma further explained
that her mother was more accepting of her friends of different races and from different cultures.
M-grandma related some of her father’ reactions to the historical context, specifically the British
colonization of India. She said that a lot of resentment, especially in the smaller English towns
stemmed from an influx in immigration of Indian people and their access to free medical care
and financial assistance.
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M-grandma also discussed two significant events that stand out to her in regards to race.
For one, she left town without her parents’ knowledge to protest in front of the South African
Embassy against apartheid and in support of the release of Nelson Mandela from prison. A friend
of her father’s saw her there, called her father, and arranged for her to leave the protest before the
police made arrests. M-grandma said she “got into a lot of trouble” for that.
Another situation that stands out to M-grandma occurred in the U.S. She said that she had
not experienced a lot of racial tension while she was living in New York and did not have a lot of
contact with African Americans when she lived in Roanoke, Virginia. When she moved to
Richmond, M-grandma worked at the Medical College of Virginia as a nurse. Most of the people
she supervised were African American women. She said that people in her work environment
thought of her as the “uppity Whitey,” and that she had a work-related disagreement with one of
the employees she was supervising. M-grandma communicated with the Office of Human
Resources about how to proceed with an employee who was not performing the duties that were
required. The employee sought out Sa'ad El-Amin, a civil rights attorney in Richmond at the
time. An African American colleague of M-grandma, contacted Sa'ad El-Amin and explained
that she was not racist, and that he would not have a case against her. The charges were dropped,
but M-grandma said that the tension in the workplace continued.
M-grandma shared that she was, and continues to be supportive of the relationship
between Mom and Dad Harrison. During the interview she also shared her first encounter with
Dad Harrison. She explained that he came to visit her with Mom Harrison and a mutual friend,
another African American male. M-grandma had not seen a photograph of Dad Harrison before
their initial meeting and mistook the other African American male for Mom Harrison’s potential
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partner. She said she was a little worried because she noticed his “hood swag.” When Mom
Harrison introduced the young men and it became clear that Dad Harrison was the potential
partner (not the mutual friend), M-grandma expressed relief. As she learned more about Dad
Harrison, she noticed differences in the way Dad Harrison was raised and wondered how that
would be negotiated in a relationship with her daughter. During the interview, M-grandma
emphasized that it was not a concern about Dad Harrison’s race, but about how open he would
be to experiencing new things, a value she had worked to instill in her daughter. An example she
referred to was her experience cooking for Dad Harrison when he visited their home. There were
certain foods that he would not try, if he was not familiar with them. M-grandma attributes this
to the way that Dad Harrison was raised and speculates that maybe the value of being open was
not communicated in the same fashion she communicated it to her daughter. M-grandma no
longer has these concerns, especially because she has noticed that Dad Harrison became “more
open” to new experiences as time passed.
The main value M-grandma communicated to her daughter (Mom Harrison) and is
currently communicating to her grandchildren (Tyrone and Queen Harrison) is openness to other
cultures and new experiences. She encourages them to travel and to try things (like theatre,
listening to different genres of music) and not “staying in a box.” This seems to coincide with the
word “accepting” chosen by Mom Harrison during the genogram exercise to describe her
mother’s attitude towards other races, cultures, and interracial relationships.
Maternal Grandfather (M-grandpa). M-grandpa is deceased. However, information
about his family was obtained through the genogram exercise and Mom Harrison’s interview.
Mom Harrison explained that her father’s family has a lineage of successful and respected
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academics. His mother’s father was a famous geologist and a professor at Columbia University.
His mother attended a small, but prestigious college for women. Upon graduation, she travelled
to China, where she met her husband and where M-grandpa was born. In China, the family lived
a privileged lifestyle with domestic staff. Overall, Mom Harrison describes her father’s side of
the family as “privileged.” In relation to this privileged status, the descriptive words Mom
Harrison chose to describe the race-related messages in this family with “elitist.” However, she
also explained that her father did not earn money or social status that would afford him the
privilege that his parents obtained. She described her father’s attitude towards other races and
interracial relationships as “tolerant.”
Researcher’s Experience. Some of the things she talked about reminded me of my
mother and her background. For example, when I was growing up in Germany, I never
perceived a strong connection between socioeconomic status and education. I attribute this to
the fact that a university education does not require a lot of money, and that many middle class
and lower middle class people are still actively engaged in cultural and educational events. This
was certainly true for my mother and her side of the family, but also something that I perceived
to be true in other middle class and lower middle class families.
Some of the language M-grandma used, like “hood swag” surprised me. Further
conversation revealed that she did not have that literal thought (“hood swag”) at the time of her
first encounter with Dad Harrison, but learned the phrase from her grandchildren. Another term
M-grandma used that struck me was “uppity Whitey,” a term she used when describing the
sentiment of other employees during her work experience at the Medical College of Virginia. I
found myself wondering why M-grandma would be perceived this way.
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Interpretation. M-grandma’s race-related attitudes and experiences demonstrate how
generational shifts occur and also demonstrates the subjective nature of “openness to
experience.” Growing up in England, M-grandma’s historical and cultural reference for racerelations is different from the historical context of the U.S. However, there are parallels between
the dynamics of racism and oppression between the U.S. that shaped M-grandma’s current racerelated attitudes and the race-related messages she communicates to her daughter and
grandchildren. The parental messages she received from her father were of intolerance and
rejection of other cultures, in particular People of Color. As a result, M-grandma’s ideological
shift to embracing, befriending, dating, and politically supporting People of Color is a radical
shift in attitude. This stark contrast between her own attitude towards racial issues and the
messages communicated by her parents is likely a strong contributor to the perception of herself
that she is open to other cultures and aware of cultural issues.
However, entering the cultural and historical context of the U.S., M-grandma was
confronted with new racial dynamics that resulted in her being labeled the “uppity Whitey,”
which came as a surprise to her. Several factors may contribute to this perception held by others.
For one, M-grandma’s British accent could be perceived as foreign and condescending by Black
Americans. Second, despite M-grandma’s perception of her own openness to others, she appears
to use her own experience as a standard to evaluate other cultures, in particular African
American culture. Welcome (2004) suggests that the process of employing Whiteness (in Mgrandma’s case, European Whiteness) as a basis for the analysis of Black experiences is a
common practice in scholarly work. For example, M-grandma applies her White standard of
what it means to be open to new experiences and people to the experiences of Dad Harrison’s
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family. She evaluates his side of the family as somewhat limited in their openness to new
experiences, when in fact, openness is subjective and relative.
Paternal Extended Family. Dad Harrison’s mother (P-grandma) grew up in
Southampton County, Virginia. Her father was a farmer. She met her husband (Dad Harrison’s
father) in high school and they dated for a couple of years before getting married in their early
20’s. After graduating high school, P-grandma obtained employment at the shipyard in Newport
News, Virginia. Dad Harrison’s father (P-grandpa) was enlisted in the Army and served in the
Vietnam War. Dad Harrison lived with his maternal grandfmother until he was five years old and
then moved to live with his mother. When Dad Harrison was about 15 or 16 years old, his
parents separated and divorced around the time he began to attend college.
Paternal Grandmother (P-grandma). The researcher had an opportunity to interview
Dad Harrison’s mother (the paternal grandmother of Tyrone and Queen). P-grandma explained
that she grew up in a Black neighborhood and stayed in that neighborhood until she graduated
high school in 1967. As a child, P-grandma does not remember talking about race-related issues
with her parents. She explained that it was a topic that the adults talked about, but it was not
discussed with children.
The year before she graduated high school, the schools were just beginning to integrate.
P-grandma had the option of attending a White school, but chose to stay at her current school for
her senior year. She said that she first stared noticing the social and political issues of race when
the Civil Rights movement spurred demonstrations and marches in the South. In particular, she
mentioned that assassination of President Kennedy and Dr. Martin Luther Kind Jr. as events that
caught her attention. She said as a child, race and racism were never really an issue, especially
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because she did not have a lot of contact with White people. She went to school and church with
other Black children.
When her son, Dad Harrison, moved to live with his mother when he was five, they lived
in a mixed neighborhood. P-grandma remembers that he had several White play mates and
played on a little league football team that was integrated. P-grandma explained that moving to a
mixed neighborhood was a deliberate choice. She said that it was something their family could
afford at the time, and she wanted her son to be around White people. To her, this was part of
“advancing in life.”
P-grandma shared that it took her some time to adjust to the idea that her son was going
to marry a White woman. In addition to being surprised, she raised concerns with them about
their safety. She worried about physical or verbal attacks on her son and her daughter in law, by
people who did not approve of their relationship. Even though she says that “things have
changed” (and racism has decreased), she still worries about the safety of her son, daughter in
law, and grandchildren. She encourages the family to choose their environments carefully. Pgrandma’s mother also needed some time to adjust. However, they have welcomed Mom
Harrison into their family. P-grandma explained that the things that are important in a marriage
are that the couple loves each other and takes care of each other and the children. She says that
she and Mom Harrison do not talk much, but feels that they have a good relationship. She says
that she also does not interact much with Mom Harrison’s mother (M-grandma), but that the
grandchildren bring them together on various occasions. P-grandma says that when they have a
chance to get together, it is an enjoyable time. The main values that P-grandma tried to instill in
her son and tries to instill in her grandchildren are the importance of God, the importance of
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family, and being flexible. During the genogram exercise, Dad Harrison described his mother as
“accepting” in regards to other races and interracial relationships.
Paternal Grandfather (P-grandpa). The researcher attempted to contact P-grandpa, but
he did not return the phone calls or messages left by the researcher. As a result no interview data
was collected. Dad Harrison describes his father as “open” in regards to interracial relationships
and general attitudes towards people of a different culture. Dad Harrison also elaborated that
there are several interracial relationships on his side of the family in the same generation as he is.
He was able to remember at least two cousins who were in interracial marriages or relationships.
Researcher’s Experience. P-grandma was very warm and friendly during the interview. I
noticed that my style of interacting with her was very different than it was with M-grandma. The
interview was slightly more structured, significantly shorter, and I think my tone may have been
more formal with P-grandma than it was with M-grandma. There three factors that I believe are
contributing to this. For one, P-grandma’s interview took place over the phone, which makes it
more difficult to elaborate on perhaps reactions she is having or speak for an extended period of
time. Secondly, I think I might communicate respect differently with White and Black women.
This is likely due to the way my father raised and encouraged me to speak with older people,
which may have been the reason for my slightly more formal interaction style with P-grandma.
Third, I think my more formal interaction style may have been a result of mirroring (matching)
the interaction style of P-grandma.
I have a distant relationship with my own paternal grandmother. Growing up in Germany,
the geographic distance likely contributed to the emotional distance. However, even since I have
lived in the U.S., the relationship with my paternal grandmother has not changed. Perhaps my
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somewhat distant, but friendly interaction style with P-grandma is a replication of my typical
interaction style with my own paternal grandmother that I was not aware of during the interview
itself.
Interpretation. P-grandma was raised in a majority Black environment and as a young
child received the message that race was not a topic to be discussed. P-grandma was in high
school when the school in her neighborhood integrated, but she decided to stay in the majority
Black high school for her last year. P-grandma explained that race was not much of an issue for
her growing up, mainly because she did not have a lot of contact with White people. It is likely
that this lack of contact also led P-grandma to regard “White” as success. When she was able to
afford to move to a White neighborhood, she deliberately chose this environment, in particular to
expose her son to this environment. There are two possible interpretations of this value. For one,
her willingness to engage in a White community deliberately may be an expression of openness
towards cultures other than her own. Second, P-grandma’s belief that “Whiteness” is success
would lead her to want to provide her son with exposure to White people, thereby increasing his
chances of economic and social success. In addition, P-grandma also expressed worry for the
safety of her son, her daughter-in-law and her grandchildren. This may implicitly communicate
that even though “Whiteness” means success, it also requires a careful navigation because of the
discrimination by others. It is likely this message that informs P-grandma’s value of “being
flexible” and being able to survive in varying environments. The value of being flexible and
being able to adapt to many (White) environments coincides with the value many Black
executive in corporate employment settings hold. Bridges and Perotti, (1993) surveyed African
American corporate business executives about which characteristics they believed were most
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important to their success. The characteristics that were deemed “crucial” to success included
written and spoken communication skills, setting goals, adjusting to new situations, and
developing and strengthening self-confidence. It is likely that P-grandma communicated these
values to her son in an effort to enhance his chances of success. It is possible that the implicit
message sent through the belief “Whiteness equals success” is that Blackness is inferior.
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“accepting”

Nuclear Family
Couple’s History (Mom and Dad Harrison). Mom and Dad Harrison met at a small,
predominantly White liberal-arts college in Virginia. Mom explained that she started college a
year earlier than Dad and gained a lot of weight during her freshman year. They met at a party,
where Dad started dancing with her and told her that she was “the only White girl that can shake
her ass out on the dance floor.” They started off as friends, and Dad made attempts to start a
relationship that Mom declined a couple of times. Mom says that she wonders why she was
resistant to dating Dad at first, but after a while, they began dating. She remembers that she
called him when his grandfather passed away to express her condolences, which marked the
beginning of their dating relationship.
Mom and Dad Harrison agreed on the overall message about race that they wanted to
send their children. They explained that they do not want their children to be focused on race and
understand that a person’s character does not depend on their race. At the same time, they want
their children to feel that they can discuss race-related events or issues and that the topic is not
“off limits.” The de-emphasis of race was also expressed during the genogram exercise, where
the family chose the term “a-racial” to describe their attitudes about race. They explained that all
races are welcome and embraced and that “race does not matter” as much as the character of a
person in their home. There was a distinct absence of any “preparation for bias” messages, as
Mom and Dad Harrison encourage their children not to attend to race.
Significant Race-Related Events. Mom and Dad Harrison independently told a very
similar couple’s narrative in regards to race-related events and encounters of racism. In general,
both agree that they can only point to single isolated events where people have actually
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expressed disapproval of their relationship in public. They emphasized that it is not something
that occurs on a regular basis. One event in particular seemed salient to the narrative. When Dad
and Mom Harrison first began dating (1990’s) they were spending time with another BlackWhite interracial couple in North Carolina and stopped at a fast food restaurant. As they entered
the restaurant, one of the employees at the counter started singing “I got jungle fever, you got
jungle fever.” The manager (who Dad Harrison said appeared to be mixed) told Dad and Mom to
ignore the remarks of the employee, but Dad Harrison said that he “went off on her [the
employee].” Other incidents involving other people in public included “why is she with that
Black guy,” or “getting looks.” Dad and Mom Harrison both deal with those situations by
expressing to each other how close-minded those people are, joking about it, and then “moving
on.”
Mom expressed that a significant event for her was when she visited the church of Dad’s
family (along with his grandmother). The first time she went to her husband’s home church (an
all Black congregation), she felt a lot of attention. For one, Dad Harrison’s family is very active
and well-known in the church, so a lot of attention was directed towards her for coming in with
him. Second, Mom Harrison suggested that a lot of the attention she was getting in that situation
was also because she is White. When they first walked into the building Mom described the feel
in the room as a “deafening silence.” For the time of the service Mom was very aware and
intentional about being respectful in the presence of Dad Harrison’s grandmother. In addition,
the way the service progressed was unfamiliar to her. Mom was trying to figure out what the
proper church etiquette was, which was difficult for because it was so different from her former
experiences going to other churches.
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Dad Harrison explained that he selects environments to socialize, where he is confident
that he is in an environment where people are “tolerant” of a Black-White interracial
relationship, or at least in a situation where he knows people that disapprove will not approach
him and his wife to voice their opinions. He emphasized that it becomes easier to be in those
“tolerant” environments with higher socioeconomic status, which allows his family to travel and
also be selective about which social, work, and school situations they want to be in. He named
the example that there are certain functions where he would not hesitate to go with his wife, but
that he would not go to a “hole in the wall” Black club or bar with her, even though he might go
there with his friends.
Interpretation. The couple’s story resonates with some limited research that explores
factors of attraction in African American and White populations. From Mom Harrison’s
perspective, her weight gain during her freshman year before she met Dad Harrison made her
less desirable to the White men at her college. There is research evidence that suggests Mom
Harrison was correct in her perception that White men prefer smaller body types (Rosenfeld,
Stewart, Stinnett, & Jackson, 1999). In contrast, African American men are less likely to hold
negative views of overweight women than White men (Bissell, 2002; Harris, Walters, &
Waschull, 1991) and prefer women with larger body figures (Villarosa, 1994).
The racial ideologies that inform the parenting approaches of Mom and Dad Harrison are
best conceptualized with the orientations proposed by Orbe (1999). Mom and Dad Harrison have
chosen a combination of two approaches: “advocating a color-blind society” (pg. 174) and
“affirming the multiethnic experience” (pg. 175), while the former is more prevalent than the
latter. Mom and Dad Harrison’s central racial socialization message is that race is not as
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important as other characteristics of individuals (e.g. honesty or work ethic). They emphasize
they “all people are people.” The color-blind messages are augmented by an emphasis on
socioeconomic privilege. Mom and Dad Harrison both expressed an awareness of the privileges
gained through socioeconomic status and want their children to be aware of this privilege as
well. As a result, Mom and Dad Harrison are also communicating that any advantages or
disadvantages they witness in their environments are a function of socioeconomic class, not race.
Socioeconomic advantages are also the mechanism by which Mom Harrison explains the
majority White peer environments of her children. Removing the construct of race from the
consideration of the environments the children are in may also justify the absence of efforts
made to facilitate recreational activities in majority Black or multiculturally diverse
environments. This advantage of being able to remove race from considerations is a common
practice in the delivery of color-blind messages, and is typically an advantage of White parents
(Bonilla-Silva, 2006). The color-blind messages are also represented in the word “a-racial” that
the family chose to describe themselves with during the genogram exercise.
In addition to the de-emphasis of race, they expressed wanting to allow their children to
make decisions about their racial identity without pushing them in a specific category. Dad
Harrison expressed that he would not provide any resistance to his children choosing a “biracial”
or “Black” label. Mom Harrison expressed that she was similarly supportive, but also shared her
struggle with choosing a Black label on school registration forms. This is likely an indication that
there is a tacit understanding of the importance of race in the society of the U.S. (See Mom
Harrison, Significant Race-Related Events section).
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Home Environment. The home environment was assessed formally and informally. The
formal assessment utilized the Africentric Home Environment Inventory (AHEI), a checklist of
items found in the home that represent African heritage. The AHEI was supplemented with items
to assess the presence of items that represent people of mixed racial heritage and other cultures
that might be represented in the home. The results of the AHEI and the supplemental questions
can be found in Table 2.
Informally, the researcher obtained information about media consumed by the family;
with a focus on the media the children utilize. During individual time spent with the children, we
discussed some of the things they are interested including music, books, and games. Queen owns
an extensive collection of fiction novels. She explained that the majority of the books she reads
are for young adults ages fourteen and up. Queen also shared that she is currently writing her
own book. The researcher had an opportunity to read part of the story and talk to Queen about it.
During the discussion Queen explained that her goal for writing is that the “reader can visualize
what is happening, but that there is enough room for them to fill in details with their own
imagination.” In regards to music, Queen listens to the radio and prefers a radio station that
mainly plays Classic Rock. Queen has one Black doll and one White doll. The White doll has the
same name as Queen and the Black doll does not have a name. Queen explained that the Black
doll’s name changes periodically.
Tyrone also owns a lot of books. His favorite topic is World War II. He explained that he
had a history teacher who was very enthusiastic about that time in history and it influenced him
to continue to learn about it. His favorite author is Dan Brown (even though he did not like
Angels and Demons). One of Tyrone’s favorite activities to do at home is play video games.
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Most of the video games are about modern warfare about war (e.g. Call of Duty), but he also
plays Assassins Creed (a stealth action-adventure game that requires the player to carry out
missions and travel through time). He plays most games with his best friend using the blue tooth.
Tyrone also explained that he enjoys watching other people play video games on the Internet,
while they comment on current events and politics. Tyrone shared that he mostly listens to Hip
Hop and rap. The “Drake & Lil Wayne combo” (two Black Hip Hop artists) is his favorite
collaboration of artists. He prefers to listen to music on his portable device using his
headphones.
On one occasion the family discussed that they watched the motion picture The Help
(Green & Taylor, 2011) together. Dad explained that he had to be “in the right mood” to be able
to see it. The family discussed how both sides of the story are represented in their family: Mgrandpa’s side of the family was “privileged” and had domestic staff in China, while Dad
Harrison mentioned that his grandmother was a domestic worker for White families. Dad’s initial
reaction to the movie was that it angered him. Throughout the discussion he clarified that he
thought the movie was accurate and well-made, but that the dynamic between Black domestic
workers and White women made him angry. Mom Harrison clarified that the parents wanted
Tyrone and Queen to see it. Queen was very interested in the movie and said that she enjoyed
watching it. Tyrone was not particularly interested in the movie. For the rest of the discussion,
the family voiced their outrage about how White people could treat Black people with so little
respect, but entrust their children with them.
One limitation of the assessment of the home environment is that the family is currently
preparing to move into a new home. As a consequence, a lot of things are packed up in boxes,
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and the family is waiting to decorate their new home, leaving little enthusiasm to decorate the
house they are currently living in. Even though the family explained that their home would
probably not look much different, the results presented here may not reflect the long-term home
environment.
Researcher’s Experience. Spending time with the family in the home was comfortable.
A lot of interactions appeared routine and comfortable to them as well. The fact that they are
moving into a new home fairly soon was apparent, as Queen and Tyrone had not unpacked all of
the boxes yet because they were getting ready to move again.
During data collection there was a period where it was difficult to schedule a time to meet
because schedules changed a lot. I think being “part of the schedule” gave me a sense of how
busy the family is and how flexible everyone is when things change. I learned quickly that my
flexibility would work in my favor and work well in the existing family system.
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Table 2
African Home Environment Inventory Results

Original AHEI Items

Yes/No

An African American Toy

Y

Black artwork in the home

N

Black religious or other figurines

Y

African American children’s books (at least 3)

Y

10 or more African American books (adult and child)

Y

Variety of music

Y

Toys/Media to learn about African American history

N

Pictures of family members

Y

Family subscriptions to African American periodicals

N

African fabric/print clothing

N
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Table 3
Additional Home Environment Items

Biracial/Multiracial Representation

Yes/No

Toys/Media that represent mixed racial heritage

N

Pieces of art represent mixed racial heritage

N

Books that include images and stories of biracial children

N

Other Cultures Represented: Chinese

Toys/Media

N

Pieces of art/clothing

Y

Books (children and adult) (3 or more)

N

Music

N

Pictures of Family Members

N

Periodicals

N

Cultural religious artifacts

1

Interpretation. The investigation of the AHEI produced a scaled score of 5, which is
comparable to African American families represented in the scale development publication of the
AHEI (Caughy et al, 2002), who match other demographic variables of the Harrison family
(specifically income over $40, 000, educational attainment above high school, steady
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employment over the past 5 years, and a nuclear family structure with a two-parent household).
The additional items generated to explore the presence biracial stimuli in the home environment
demonstrate that there is an absence of such items.
The informal observation of the home environment provided evidence for the preferred
racial stimuli chosen by the children. Queen prefers music that is traditionally considered
“White” (classic rock music) and appears to have a stronger identification with her White doll.
Even though Queen explained that she no longer plays with the dolls, the fact that the Black doll
did not have a name, and the White doll had Queen’s name, provides evidence for an early
childhood identification with the doll. Queen also noted that the Black doll has a name
sometimes, which may be interpreted as evidence that there is an occasional affinity or
identification with the Black doll. Tyrone prefers music that is traditionally considered “Black”
(Rap and Hip Hop) providing some limited evidence for a Black affinity or identification.
Mom Harrison. Mom Harrison identifies as White. Her mother is originally from
England, but Mom was born in U.S. and has lived in the U.S. her entire life. Her father’s side of
the family contributed Chinese cultural influences to the family system because her grandfather
spent a lot of his time in China as a business man. Mom was raised in a suburban community and
most of the other children in her school were White until she attended high school in Richmond.
For college, where she met her husband, she attended a small (about 1100 students)
predominantly White liberal arts institution.
Racial Identity. Mom Harrison’s racial identity was measured with the White Racial
Identity Attitudes Scale (WRIAS) (Helms & Carter, 1990). Mom Harrison’s scores were
compared to the mean scores of a White college student sample (Pope-Davis & Ottavi, 1994). A
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review of the literature did not reveal studies conduced with a general adult sample that reported
means. The WRIAS is comprised of five sub-scales: Contact, Disintegration, Reintegration,
Pseudo-Independent, and Autonomy.
Mom Harrison’s scores on the Contact subscale indicate that she has lower awareness of
her White identity compared to the college student sample. However, her scores on the
Disintegration subscale are comparable to the college student sample, indicating that the
interaction she has had with Black communities and individuals have spurred her to become
more aware of internal standards and societal norms. Mom scored relatively low on the
Reintegration subscale, which is indicative of her maintaining engagement with non-White
communities and culture in addition to low frequencies of stereotypical thinking about nonWhite racial groups. Mom’s average score on the Pseudo-Independence subscale indicates that
she is willing to engage in racial issues on an intellectual level. Mom Harrison scored relatively
low on the Autonomy subscale, indicating that she may not have yet acquired a positive White
identity. Results are presented in Figure 5.
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Figure 5. Mom Harrison’s WRIAS scores compared to a White college student sample (PopeDavis & Ottavi, 1994)
Mom smiled and shook her head as she was completing the survey. A discussion of her
experience completing it revealed that she found some of the questions sounded “outdated,”
because the way the survey phrases “Whites” and “Blacks” does not reflect how she thinks about
the world. She further explained that she does not think about her Whiteness and that she is not
familiar with other White people that spend time thinking about what it means to be White. She
also expressed difficulty with the questions that mentioned “White” and “Black” activities,
because to her, Black and White people are involved in the same activities. Other questions that
she expressed difficulty answering included, for example, “There’s nothing I want to learn about
Blacks.” She disagreed with this statement, but says that it is more complicated because she
wants to get to know people, but not for their “Blackness.” She followed that discussion up with
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the fact that she does not introduce her husband as “her Black husband” and that she dislikes
formulations that prioritize race over other descriptors.
Mom said that she never explicitly discussed race with her parents when she was growing
up. Her mother was always open and accepting of any of the friends she decided to spend time
with. She remembers that one of her friends in middle school was Black and that never brought
up any issues when they played together. Neither her father, nor her mother approved or
disapproved of her friendships with children of a different race. She said it was not a topic
discussed, but also did not feel like it was avoided.
Significant Race-Related Events. In addition to Mom’s first experience in her husband’s
church (described in the Couple’s History section), Mom also mentioned situations that she has
encountered when she is in public with her children. Especially when the children were younger
people frequently asked her “What country is she [her daughter] from?”, “Are you the
babysitter?”, or “Are they adopted?” The possibility that her husband and the father of the
children is African American was almost never posed by others. She has also encountered people
looking at her and seeming to want to ask, but choose not to.
Mom Harrison also expressed that it was uncomfortable for her to select a racial category
for her children when she registered them for school, especially when the instructions asked her
to “select one.” Mom Harrison explained that she was aware that her Black students are
underrepresented in gifted programs and that she is certain that this is not an accurate
representation of the actual number of gifted Black students. Considering this, she decided to
select the box “Black” when she was forced to choose, because she hoped that her children
would be able to contribute to changing the underrepresentation.
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Researcher’s Experience. I perceived as Mom being the “gatekeeper” of the family.
Most of my interactions around scheduling events with the family occurred through her. She also
openly expressed concerns about some of the questions I had or my request to participate in
community events with Tyrone. She was very supportive throughout the process and seemed
comfortable setting boundaries. I appreciated being able to observe her process of thinking
through some of the questions related to her racial identity. Occasionally, and understandably,
there were times when I felt like she was managing her own or her family’s impression.
Sometimes she expressed worry that I was thinking a certain thing about the family, and would
work to re-explain whatever statement was made. I think part of the re-explaining and
impression management is inherent when conducting research on the topic of race.
Interpretation. Mom Harrison’s scores on the WRIAS indicate that she avoids
stereotypical thinking about non-White cultures and is willing to engage in discussion of issues
surrounding race on an intellectual level. In regards to racial messages, Mom Harrison’s
upbringing was dominated by color blind messages from her family, where race was not
explicitly discussed. In addition, the interview revealed that Mom Harrison is acutely aware of
privilege gained through education and socioeconomic status, but may not acknowledge White
privileges. White privilege is “an institutional set of benefits, rather than a personal set of
benefits granted to those who by race resemble the people who dominate the powerful positions
in our institutions” (Kendall, 2006). An additional feature of White privilege is that White
individuals are “meant to remain oblivious” (McIntosh, 2003). Mom Harrison described such a
privilege when she explained that she does not really think about her “Whiteness” and does not
know any other White people that engage in that type of thinking. It seems like situations where
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Mom Harrison’s Whiteness becomes salient (when it is brought to her attention that her children
do not look like her or her children are forced to choose a race), have left a lasting impression on
her.
Mom Harrison’s discussions about race with her children are limited, which is supported
by the research literature that White mothers are the least likely to communicate about race with
their biracial child (Rollins, 2009). In addition, White racial identity has also been identified as a
predictive factor in White mother’s engagement in their children’s biracial identity development
(Taborn, 2001). Mom Harrison’s White racial identity reflects a willingness to discuss racial
issues on a intellectual level, but not an emotional level. In addition, Mom Harrison has not fully
acknowledged White privilege as part of her experience. These two central components of her
White racial identity may be important contributions to her tentative and marginal involvement
in the children’s racial identity development.
Dad Harrison. Dad Harrison identifies as African American. His paternal great-great
grandfather was a White owner of enslaved Africans. As a result, he explained that there are
several light-skinned family members, but that the reason for their light skin was not discussed.
His maternal great-great grandfather was an enslaved African and his maternal grandmother was
a domestic worker for White families.
Until he was five years old, Dad Harrison lived with his maternal grandmother in a rural
area in Virginia. At age five he moved to live with his mother. His mother explained that for a
while, they were the only Black family on their street, but that other Black families moved into
the neighborhood over time. Dad Harrison went to elementary, middle, and high schools that
were predominantly White. He attended the same small, predominantly White liberal arts college
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as Mom Harrison. He reported that he was one of eight Black students in the college (and one of
them was his cousin). Dad Harrison always remembers having both Black and White friends,
which continued into adulthood.
Racial Identity. Dad Harrison’s racial identity was measured with the Multidimensional
Inventory of Black Identity (Sellers, 1997). Dad Harrison’s scores were compared to the mean
scores of an African American college student sample (Vandiver, Worrell, & Delgado-Romero,
2009). All studies produced by a review of the literature that reported means of participants who
completed the MIBI were conducted with a college sample (Sellers et al., 1998; Banks & KohnWood, 2007; Simmons, Worrell & Berry, 2008; Vandiver et al., 2009). Means in all three studies
were comparable.
Dad Harrison scored more than one standard deviation lower on the Centrality and
Nationalist subscales. These scores indicate that his Black identity is less important to his self
concept than it may be for other African Americans and that he values integrating African
American culture with other groups. He obtained average scores on the Private Regard,
Assimilationist, and Minority subscales, which indicates that he feels positively towards his race
and emphasizes the congruence of African American culture with mainstream American culture,
but also the similarities between African Americans and other oppressed groups. Dad Harrison
scored about one standard deviation higher on the Public Regard and Humanist subscales,
indicating that his perception of how positively African Americans are viewed by others and his
value of all people as humans rather than separate races are higher than other people who have
completed the inventory. Results are presented in Figure 6.
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Figure 6. Dad Harrison’s MIBI scores compared to an African American college student sample
(Vandiver, Worrell, & Delgado-Romero, 2009)
Dad expressed that completing the survey was somewhat frustrating to him. He said that
the questions made the assumption that all he identifies as was being Black, rather than first as
identifying as being a human being. To him, the statements in the survey sounded like
preconceptions and stereotypes that people have about Black people. He said that the stereotypes
seem to fit better with his parents’ generation but that he would not necessarily say that Black
people are still oppressed. He elaborated by saying that a lot depends on the group he is with at
the time and that he adapts to his environment. He feels comfortable in most settings whether it
is a mostly White environment or mostly Black or Latino environment. He stressed that he “sees
people as people.”
Dad has observed the biggest differences between Black and White cultures in the
church. He feels that most other environments (work, school, entertainment) are no longer
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separated, but that there are significant differences between Black and White churches. He
explained that the rituals are different and that there is a noticeable difference in the messages
delivered in Black and White churches. In Black churches, the messages are focused on “how to
overcome and uplift and lifting yourself up,” while in White churches, he finds the messages
more focused on a “theological standpoint.”
Significant Race-Related Events. The events that Dad discussed during the interview
were mostly related to instances of racism that he has encountered in public with his wife about
20 years ago. During casual conversations, remarks and situations were mentioned that may not
be “significant,” but may speak to some of the day-to-day experiences of Dad.
For one, during a family discussion, Mom casually mentioned that they had suspicions of
Dad being chosen for his current position at his job for “diversity” purposes. He is sought after
and very good at his job, but there is a suspicion that he may have been “recruited” as intently as
he was for the diversity that he adds to the company. In addition, Tyrone made some comments
about how some of his soccer teammates think that Dad Harrison is “intimidating.” Dad
Harrison further explained that because of his stature, people often think he is a football player
and are surprised to hear about his success in corporate employment settings.
Researcher’s Experience. Dad became increasingly welcoming and open as the research
process progressed. Part of his investment became evident when he offered me the possibility to
visit him at work. Also, while we were at his place of employment, many of his work colleagues
were aware that the family was participating in the project. He was also comfortable setting
boundaries with the researcher. For example, when the researcher inquired about the possibility
to speak with one of their children’s peers, Dad explained that he did not want to be the cause of
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introducing the topic of race to a child that has not talked about this topic in their family or that
“don’t see color.” To me, this was similar to the impression management Mom Harrison engaged
in as well and is understandable considering the sensitive nature of topic of race.
Interpretation. Dad Harrison’s ideology of the congruence of African American culture
and American mainstream culture is likely the most important aspect of his Black identity. He
further indicated that his racial identity is not as important to his self concept as it may be for
other African Americans. In contrast to other African Americans who completed the MIBI, Dad
Harrison indicated that he perceives that African Americans are viewed more positively by
others than other people who have completed the inventory.
Bonilla-Silva (2006) suggests that color-blind attitudes only have an indirect impact in
the way that Black Americans discuss race and their ideas and ideology about race. The author
proposes four central frames for the expression of color-blind attitudes used by White
Americans: “abstract liberalism” (utilizing ideas of political liberalism to explain racial matters),
“naturalization” (proposing that segregation and hatred among groups is a natural occurrence),
“cultural racism” (ideas that suggest that cultural of Black Americans are the cause for
inequality), and “minimization of racism” (the assertion that racism is no longer a factor and an
issue of the past) (pgs. 28-20). Even though Bonilla-Silva suggests that these frames are almost
exclusively used by White Americans, Dad Harrison’s expressions of colorblind attitudes
suggest otherwise. For example, Dad Harrison was emphatic that informal racial segregation is
no longer a part of society, except for the church. One of his main reactions to completing the
MIBI was that it seemed outdated because Black people no longer have the same struggles as his
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parents’ generation; an argument that coincides with the minimization of racism framework of
colorblind attitudes.
Dad Harrison’s Black identity complements the colorblind ideology he communicates to
his children. It also appears that he has integrated his mother’s messages about the necessity of
White environments for economic success. This is not an unusual belief held by African
American men who attain higher education and consequently increase their financial potential.
For example, Sánchez (2011) conducted a qualitative research study with African American men
in graduate school at a predominantly White university to explore how they understood their
social class status, how socioeconomic status informed their ideas of masculinity, and the role
that education and a romantic partner could play in upward social mobility. The authors
differentiate their results by describing typical responses given by participants and variations. All
participants in the study described that racism hinders upward mobility, which is not a belief that
Dad Harrison communicated in his interview. In regards to selecting a socially privileged partner
(i.e. White or of high socioeconomic status), the typical response of participants in the study
included the notion that being with a socially privileged partner is an avenue for upward mobility
(Sanchez, 2011). A variant of this theme was that upward social mobility is determined by the
goals and hard work of the individual, which is likely the position Dad Harrison takes,
considering the responses he shared in his interview.
Tyrone Harrison. During the initial meeting with the researcher, Tyrone asked to choose
his own pseudonym. He chose “Tyrone,” specifically “Tyrone Biggums” because it is a name he
uses sometimes when he plays military-based video games and because it sounds like an “an old
Black guy.” It should be noted that Tyrone Biggums is also a character in a popular stand up
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comedy series by Dave Chappelle. In Chappelle’s skits, Tyrone Biggums is a crack addict
Chappelle, Brennan, Allen, & Cunieff, 2003). It is unclear if this is where Tyrone Harrison is
drawing the name from. Tyrone is of lean, athletic stature, has light brown skin (the lightest skin
tone in his family compared to his sister and father), and green eyes.
When Tyrone is asked “What are you?” he responds with “I’m half Black, half White.
I’m mixed.” When he is forced to choose (for example on paperwork for school), Tyrone says he
leaves the question blank, but also recalled that his mother may have checked “other” in one of
those situations. Tyrone says he has not talked about being mixed with anyone, and does not feel
like it is much different from being “just White” or “just Black.” He clarified that checking
“Black” of “African American” on paperwork is simply inaccurate, which is why he does not do
so.
During a discussion of what differences or similarities Tyrone has observed between
Black and White people, he mentioned that at his school, he is expected to be good at sports,
especially basketball and football. Even though basketball is not Tyrone’s sport, whenever he
plays, his friends say, “he’s going Black,” which Tyrone finds amusing. Tyrone has also noticed
a similar pattern with other sports teams that he has participated in. On his soccer team, when
someone is playing especially well (Black or White), teammates will comment, “he’s going
Black right now” or “Black power.” When Tyrone was swimming, that was “his White side,”
and when he ran track it was “his Black side.” Tyrone also seems to have picked up on other
patterns that would be considered stereotypes such as, “the Black malls have the best selection
when it comes to sneakers.” When Tyrone says what the “Black things” and the “White things”
are it is always with a smile and a joking tone. This tone seems to be consistent with how the rest
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of the family handles some of the topics concerning race. At another point as the family was
spending time together, Mom jokingly said that Tyrone makes decisions about “how Black he
wants to be each day.”
At school, Tyrone said that he is mainly around White classmates. In the gifted program
at his high school, he knows of a couple of Asian classmates, two Black classmates, and some
who are Indian. To Tyrone’s knowledge he is the only mixed student. He has noticed that some
of his White classmates make jokes about Black people. Tyrone says he is not really offended by
it because it is not directed at him, but does not find those jokes amusing. Tyrone says he has not
really experienced racism at his school, and that most people think that “it’s cool to be half Black
because it means ‘you’re awesome at sports.’” He has also noticed that people associate
intelligence with his “White side.” Tyrone says that the people that make that association do not
seem to have the same frame of reference as he does. For example, many of his classmates
associate wealth with being White, and that wealthy Black people are athletes. However, Tyrone
mentioned that he knows a lot of his Dad’s friends are Black, are not athletes, and have a lot of
money.
Tyrone’s best friend is in Missouri, where his family lived for two years. Since he has
been back in Virginia, he has become close to a lot of his teammates, especially one teammate
who is also mixed (James) and a sophomore at his school that is also mixed. Mom Harrison and
Tyrone shared that the team calls James and him “the Mullatto twins,” in part because they are
both mixed, and because they play well together.
Tyrone says that most people know that he can “beat them up,” and that might be part of
the reason that they don’t say anything racist to him. He said especially in Missouri, where he
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had more Black friends who were all strong and had a reputation for being “good fighters”
“everyone knew not to mess with them.” Tyrone finds it somewhat amusing how threatened
other people felt by him and his friends.
Significant Race-Related Event. Queen and Mom Harrison recalled an instance where
Tyrone engaged in a physical altercation with another child who had used the “n-word” against
him. Specifically, Tyrone overpowered the other boy by putting him in a chokehold. During this
discussion, Tyrone said that the boy “was lucky I didn’t break his face.” At the time, Tyrone did
not share this incident with his parents. Mom and Dad Harrison found out about this incident by
overhearing a conversation a couple of months later. Mom Harrison shared that Tyrone did not
feel the need to share this occurrence because “he handled it.” In general, Tyrone has observed
more instances of racism (even when he was not directly involved) in Virginia than in Missouri.
He has noticed a lot of “confederates” in Virginia and rides the school bus with another
student who wears a t-shirt with a confederate flag on it. This makes Tyrone laugh because he
finds it irrational to represent a flag that lost a war. He generally has noticed that they are often
not aware of current events or say things that “don’t make sense.” Tyrone speculates that they
get some of the things they say from their parents and do not think much for themselves. Tyrone
says he is also influenced by his parents, but also has some views that are different from his
parents. Tyrone pays a lot of attention to current events, and as a result, President Obama was
also a topic of discussion during the interview. Tyrone thinks that it does not really matter that
people call him the “first Black President” even though he is half White and half Black like
Tyrone. He also expressed the idea that people’s opinions about President Obama may be
skewed because of his race. Tyrone explained that he does not think it is fair that President
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Obama is blamed for a lot of the things that are results of former President Bush term in office.
Tyrone also feels like he has an inside look into the business world because of his father’s
occupation, and thus feels like he might have a better, more factual understanding of the political
situation than some of his classmates.
Researcher’s Experience. Tyrone appreciates facts and figures. When interacting with
me, he seemed a little distant. This may be due to the fact that he frequently asked about the
relevance or importance of the questions I was asking the family. Even though Tyrone was
always respectful and friendly with me, it appears that the topics that I was attempting to cover
did not interest him.
My interactions with Tyrone spurred a lot of memories of my younger brother when he
was Tyrone’s age (I am four years older than he is) in part because my brother has a similar
phenotype to Tyrone. If I had to predict my brother’s response to any of the interview questions
when he was fifteen, my prediction would not be apathy. My brother has always carried his
Black ancestry with a lot of pride and cherished his connection with the Black community in
Germany. Perhaps because his active engagement in race-related discussions would have been
higher, Tyrone’s lack of interest became even more salient to me than if I had not been raised
with my younger brother.
Interpretation. Tyrone presents his thoughts and ideas of race as factual and logical. He
also frequently presents them in stereotypes of Black and White. His resistance to participation
in the current study may originate in an array of possible explanations. For one, Tyrone
expressed that he did not want the study to influence him with his soccer team, at school, or with
his friends. This request for privacy may be a result of the developmental stage of adolescence. A
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possible second explanation is that Tyrone was not interested in the topic of race and racial
identity or did not share a sense that the topic is important.
A possible third explanation is that Tyrone is resistant to thinking or talking about some
of the race-related topics because of its sensitivity. Two specific data points are used to support
this interpretation. For one, during the interview conducted with Tyrone, his responses did not
include emotional disclosure, resulting in surface-level data. In contrast to Tyrone’s presentation
in the interview, a family discussion about a past incident revealed a strong emotional reaction to
a past race-related issue. The family discussed the situation where another child called Tyrone
the “n-word.” Tyrone’s reaction to this event, which clearly elicited intense anger, enough for
Tyrone to want to “break his face,” seems disproportionate to his casual manner and indifference
to the race-related topics that were attempted be discussed with him during the interview.
Tyrone’s stereotypical views of African Americans are likely enhanced by the skewed
and somewhat one-dimensional experiences he has with Black people aside from his father.
Tyrone’s extracurricular environments consist of majority White peers who purport stereotypes
of African Americans in a nonchalant and casual way (e.g. comments like, “he’s going so Black
right now” when a soccer player is doing well). Tyrone seems to be ambivalent about how
connected he feels to Black culture and was only willing to share surface-level affiliations with
the researcher. Tyrone may oscillate between disconnection between his own identity and Black
culture (e.g. his statements that racist jokes and remarks at school about Black people are not
directed towards them) and an intense and threatening awareness that it is a culture he belongs to
(e.g. the incident where another child called him the “n-word”) Tyrone’s lack of transparency in
his process makes it difficult to provide a more solid interpretation of his racial identity. Using
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the COBI Model of biracial identity (Rockquemore and Laszloffy, 2005), Tyrone’s identity
seems to fluctuate between a biracial identity with an African American emphasis and a biracial
identity with an European American emphasis (Figure 7).

Figure 7. Locations of Tyrone Harrison’s biracial identity on the COBI.
Queen Harrison. Queen received her pseudonym after her individual interview with the
researcher. She said that friends call her “the queen of the nerds,” and she is very proud of that
title. “Nerd” is a compliment to her and to receive the title of “queen of the nerds” sets her apart
from others and reflects that “she is the best.” Queen values being distinct from others and
expressed this in multiple ways throughout the interview and other interactions. Queen is of
strong and athletic stature, has brown skin (a skin tone in between her father and her brother’s),
and brown eyes.
When Queen is asked “what are you?” she says “I’m mixed.” Queen will offer more
information such as “my dad is Black and my mom is White,” but only if the person asks for
more information. She has also been asked, “are you Puerto Rican?” to which she responds by
saying “no” and laughing, but will not clarify unless she is asked. Queen’s rationale for
responding this way is that she wants people to be brave enough to ask the question they are
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interested in and not circumvent it with smiles, nervous laughs, and other questions. Queen also
mentioned that the friends she has now are all people who have found the courage to ask her
directly, and in general, she respects people who ask her.
Queen distinctly remembers an experience where she was asked to check a box when
registering for school in Missouri. The forms in Missouri asked her mother to “check one” of the
racial categories. Queen said her mother was uneasy about answering that question. From
Queen’s perspective, forms of that nature bother her because “it’s sort of discriminating against
them [biracial people], because they don’t even consider the fact that there could be someone
else out there.” She says that it’s annoying and “gets on [her] nerves” because the expectation is
that she fits into one of those categories. Queen asks, “What if I’m something completely new
and you’re not even attempting to understand that?” If Queen could choose her own word or
words to describe herself she would say, “different” or “someone who has been overlooked.”
Queen also mentioned that her mother ended up choosing the “Black” box, and that Queen felt
guilty, because that is not what she wanted.
During casual time with the family, Queen’s hair was a key factor in determining her
“Blackness” or “Whiteness.” She had a hair appointment where her hair was straightened and
Queen was swinging her hair back and forth. The family was casually talking about a university
in the Midwest that a lot of her friends had thought about attending and Queen said, “Omg, why
wouldn’t everyone want to go to [university name].” Mom responded to Queen by saying, “so
you get your hair done, and now you’re a valley girl?” Queen laughed and said “No” at first, but
then said “You know what Mom, that’s exactly what happens.” The family laughed.
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When asked about the term “biracial,” Queen says that she appreciates the effort the term
shows to be inclusive of people who did not fit a box, but that it’s just another category. Queen
shared how she thinks of her racial identity:
It’s hard to dissect a person by their personality and try to separate them into their
ethnicity, so I basically just describe it as “I am who I am.” Some things I do come from
the Black side of my family, some things I do come from the White side of my family.
And some are a combination and a blend of both. I think that everything about me comes
from both my Black family and my White family that have blended together and I add
who I am on top of that, so it becomes one big, and if I may say so, amazing, person. A
different, nerdy, awesome person.
Queen’s describes a nuanced identity that includes Black, White, biracial, and personality
factors.
The discussion of racial categories also led Queen to talk about other categories she is
placed in. Her opinion is that categories are not really fair to anyone. For example, someone who
identifies with a certain religion does not necessarily believe the exact same things as other
people who identify with that religion. Another example for why categories are not always
helpful in Queen’s opinion is that all people from one country are not the same (Queen referred
to generalizations made about Germans because of World War II). She also mentioned the
“gifted/non gifted” distinction and feels like the categories separate her from people she would
want to be around.
The discussion of being separated from friends that she would like to be around because
of her “gifted status” surfaced on other occasions as well. Since moving back to Virginia from
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Missouri, she has been navigating and negotiating new and old friendships. When the researcher
asked her about a friend that might be available to participate in the current study, she mentioned
her friend Melanie, who is White and is a childhood friend and she knew before they moved to
Missouri. She also mentioned Andrea, who is Black and is a more recently gained friend. She
said that Melanie has known her longer, but that Andrea would be able to understand her better
now. As she was talking, Queen raised both of her hands as if having one friend in each and
weighing which one knew her better. After some struggle, the researcher suggested that she
could talk to both. Queen smiled and said, “Yes, that would be best.”
Unfortunately, the researcher was not able to collect data from Queen’s peers. Her
mother attempted to make a request from two of Queen’s friend’s, but both mothers of the
children did not seem comfortable with their children discussing the topic of race, according to
Mom Harrison. In addition, Dad Harrison later clarified that they (as a family) did not want to be
responsible for introducing the topic of race to a child or a family that “does not see color.”
Significant Race-Related Event. Queen reported that there was a significant race-related
incident that occurred while she was in third grade and living in Missouri. She reported that a
male classmate, Patrick, confronted her aggressively about “where she was from.” He said, “Are
you Black or are you White? Pick one! [aggressive tone].” Queen responded with her typical
response by saying, “I’m biracial, my mom is White and my dad is Black.” Queen said that
Patrick looked at her with disgust and said that he did not understand how “his people blended
with ‘her people.” Queen was convinced that he would not have had an issue with her, if all of
her family would have been Black. She explained that this was also what made this experience
hurtful to her, because it was an insult directed at her entire family, not just her. Queen said, “He
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didn’t know what to do with me, so he just treated me like this disgusting bug that was ruining
his life.”
Patrick continued to tease Queen for half of the school year. He convinced his friends to
join him in teasing and bullying Queen, even though it did not seem like they were teasing her
for the same reason Patrick was teasing her for. At the end of the school year, several of her
classmates discontinued the teasing and distanced themselves from Patrick. They apologized to
Queen and she said she felt like that support “helped me gain back my confidence that I had lost
all of that year.” She said that she “owe[s] everything I am to the kids that stood up for me.”
Queen describes this school year as transformative. She said that it was difficult to understand
why someone would be filled with so much hate for her. However, she also explained that a lot
of the confidence she has in herself now was gained because she overcame the bullying of that
school year and received so much support from her friends towards the end of her third grade
year.
For the majority of the year, Queen coped with the situation in silence. There were about
three or four friends, who she would tell small details about the bullying she was experiencing,
but never disclosed the first interaction she had with Patrick. Queen was also not comfortable
sharing this with her parents for two reasons. First, she felt that sharing her concern with her
parents would let Patrick know how much he was upsetting her, which she wanted to avoid.
Second, she said that she knew her mother and father would “flip out.”
Researcher’s Experience. Queen Harrison was the family member who asked the most
questions of me. For example, after the individual interview, she asked if I had any similar
experiences with people asking “what I am.” I told her that I used to get angry when people
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“argued” with me about how I identify, but that now, I understood why. I think she understood
that I can relate. She was also immediately invested in the process. During the initial family
meeting, one of her essays she wrote for school was brought up in conversation, but she
expressed that she wanted to “wait for our individual sessions to talk about it.” The fact that I
was allowed to read the book she was writing, and she shared events with me that were painful to
her, lead me to believe that she felt connected to me. Similar to her dance instructor, Amy, I also
feel connected to Queen, and identify the most with her out of all of the family members. Her
outlook, thoughts regarding race, and frustrations are close to my own.
Talking to her reminded me of the progression of my own racial identity development.
Growing up in Germany, several friends were also Black-White biracial, and hence, I very
seldom felt “different” or unusual for my race. My father instilled typical race-related messages
in me (e.g. “You have to work twice as hard because of your race”) that did not match with my
environment as I perceived it at the time. My biracial identity never met any resistance or
disapproval from others. When I arrived in the United States for my undergraduate education, I
became aware of two aspects of my identity that I was less familiar with: my German and my
Black identity. When I disclosed my biracial identity and my biracial label to peers at the
historically Black college I attended, I frequently met resistance in the form of “correcting” my
racial identity to be Black. This caused anger and frustrations very similar to the experiences
Queen shared. As I learned more of the history and intricacies of the racial dynamics my father
had attempted to warn me about, I understood the social resistance to my biracial identity. At the
end of my undergraduate education, I had arrived at a new label: Afro-German, as it captured my
identity better than any of the terms I had used before.
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Interpretation. Queen was very honest about her current struggle with her racial identity
and the messages she is receiving in her environments. She resists strict categories, including the
category of “biracial,” as she experiences all categories to neglect the complexity of her
experience. Queen is active in her identity negotiation process as evidenced by her relationship
with her dance instructor and what she has shared with the researcher about her friends. Using
the COBI Model of biracial identity (Rockquemore & Laszloffy, 2005), Queen Harrison appears
to fall towards the center of the continuum (Figure 8).

Figure 8. Locations of Queen Harrison’s biracial identity on the COBI

Queen’s experience of being bullied during her third grade school year is likely a strong
contributor to her biracial identity status and her ongoing identity negotiation process. There is
some limited empirical evidence that the racial climate and specific individual encounters with
racism and discrimination are important in the racial identity development of Black-White
biracial individuals (Brusa, 2008; Jackson, 2009; Kane-Williamson, 2010). Queen’s experience
in particular mirrors a qualitative investigation conducted by Gillem et al. (2001). The
researchers interviewed one Black-White biracial college student about her biracial identity
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development, who identified as Black. For her, an experience with racism resulted in a struggle
with self-esteem and a biracial label. She also deliberately immersed herself in Black cultural
environments while she was in college. Queen’s early and salient encounter with discrimination
may have spurred her racial identity developmental process in a similar way as the participant in
the study conducted by Gillem et al. (2001). However, Queen does not have the same flexibility
in choosing her environments as the college student.
Summary and Conclusions
The conclusions that were drawn from the data to answer the research questions are
summarized below followed by limitations, implications, and future directions for the research
and clinical practice with interracial families and Black-White biracial individuals.
Race-Related Messages (Research Question 1)
Home. The messages sent in the home environment include implicit and explicit racial
socialization messages from parents. Mom and Dad Harrison have selected the primary racial
socialization message to be colorblind. Their responses to interview questions and in casual
conversation also revealed a secondary message of affirming the multiracial experience.
Specifically, they did not want to pressure their children into choosing a specific label, even
though Mom Harrison has a clear and strong resistance to assigning a Black racial identity label.
Mom Harrison’s involvement in her children’s racial identity development can be described as
marginal and tentative. This is likely explained through her resistance to discuss issues of race on
an emotional level and her unawareness of White privilege. In addition to colorblind messages,
Dad also communicates the message that economic success can be equated to a “White
environment.” Even though he maintains friendships with other Black professionals, he also
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communicates the message he learned from his mother that being in White environments is an
indication of social and financial success.
Mom and Dad Harrison also send clear messages to their children about significance of
socioeconomic status to their experiences. They communicate to their children that they are
economically privileged and that this privilege outweighs any issues of race when it comes to
social advantages and disadvantages. Socioeconomic advantages are also the reason provided
that all of the environments of the family are majority White environments. In particular Mom
Harrison explained that race is not the reason her children are in majority White environments,
but attributes this to the underrepresentation of Black children and community members in
activities that require substantial financial contributions. Instead of using the word colorblind, the
family chose to describe their attitudes towards race as “a-racial.”
The formal investigation of the physical home environment through the AHEI revealed
that physical environment comprised of tangible cultural artifacts is akin to African American
families of similar socioeconomic class (Caughy et al, 2002). There was a noted absence of
biracial stimuli in the home environment. The informal observation of the home environment
provided evidence for the preferred racial stimuli chosen by the children. Queen prefers to music
that is traditionally considered “White” (classic rock music) and appears to have a stronger
identification with her White doll. Tyrone prefers music that is traditionally considered “Black”
(Rap and Hip Hop) providing some limited evidence for a Black affinity or identification.
School. The school environment demonstrated an organizational attention to
multicultural issues as evidenced by the option to select “two or more races” starting in the
2010/2011 school year and inclusion of cultural competence values in the strategic plan for 2020.
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The curriculum appeared sensitive to historic and cultural factors related to slavery in America
and African countries. However, there was an absence of messages or pieces of curriculum that
addressed interracial or cross-cultural relationships. From Queen’s teacher’s (Caroline)
perspective, these issues are more sensitive than cultural issues related to monoracial Blacks. The
implicit message sent by not mentioning biracial individuals or interracial relationships at all
may be that such unions are not encouraged or abnormal.
The CCPS strategic plan includes training in multicultural competence, which Caroline
reports lacking. As a result of perceived lack of skills in dealing with multicultural issues in the
classroom, Caroline is uncomfortable broaching those topics. However, Caroline also
demonstrated a relatively high level of awareness of her Whiteness and was open to discussing
her emotional reactions to racism and named examples of situations where she attempts to
combat stereotypes (i.e. pointing to specific behaviors that facilitate student success as opposed
to racial group membership). The messages sent in Queen’s school environment include a
hesitance to address interracial families or biracial individuals, an affirming and inclusive
curriculum of African Americans and other people of African descent in the Diaspora, and peer
environments that humorously present stereotypes of Blacks.
Community. The analysis of the regional history of race-relations provided some
evidence for the continued controversial nature of interracial marriages and more broadly, issues
of diversity. A newspaper search demonstrated an appreciation of the contribution of the
landmark case of Loving v. State of Virginia, but also some public resistance to accepting the
change in legislation. In addition, there was a significant difference in the investigation of two
local newspapers. Articles that specifically addressed issues of race-relations, biracial individuals
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and interracial marriage in Chesterfield County were discovered in a search of the urban
newspaper (Richmond Times Dispatch), while being absent from the search in the county-based
newspaper. Hence, the analysis conducted for the current study supports the active appreciation
of racial diversity in Chesterfield County, but also a likelihood of a significant proportion of the
Chesterfield County population that is resistant to or unaware of race-related issues.
Investigations of the immediate community environments (church, neighborhood,
extracurricular activities of the children, and Dad Harrison’s work environment) revealed that all
are majority White environments. Aside from Dad Harrison’s work environment, the selection of
these communities is a deliberate choice made by the family. For example, Mom and Dad
Harrison both agreed on joining the United Methodist Church, a majority White congregation.
Similarly, Queen and Tyrone’s extracurricular activities are activities selected by the children
and their parents and are both majority White environments. Hence, the message that is
frequently delivered (implicitly and explicitly) is “you are different.”
Queen is also engaged in an environment that seems to deliver a different message, her
Hip Hop dance class with Amy, her biracial dance instructor. Amy deliberately sends messages
to Queen that include, “there are many of us,” and “we are alike.” She also sends affirming and
informational messages about Queen’s African features, in particular her hair.
Parental Experiences with Race-Related Issues (Research Questions 2a and 2b)
Mom. Mom Harrison identifies as White. The results of the quantitative racial identity
measure (WRIAS) indicate that she has a relatively low awareness of her Whiteness, but is aware
of societal norms and cultural bases for standards. Mom’s responses indicated a low frequency of
stereotypical thinking about non-White racial groups, a willingness to engage in racial issues on
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an intellectual level, and that she may currently still struggle with acquiring a positive White
identity.
Mom demonstrated a well-developed awareness of privilege gained through education
and socioeconomic status, but has not fully acknowledged White privileges. Situations where
Mom’s Whiteness is brought to her attention occupy her cognitively and emotionally (e.g. when
it is brought to her attention that her children do not look like her). Mom Harrison does not
engage in many discussions about race with her children, which may be related to her lack of
awareness of White privilege. If she has not fully acknowledged the unearned advantages she has
due to her race, it is likely that she does not know how she as a White mother can communicate
with her Black-White biracial children about issues of race.
Mom and Dad Harrison have encountered discriminatory comments towards them as an
interracial couple. In addition, Mom has experienced other situations where race was a concern.
For example, when Mom Harrison was completing school registration forms for her children and
was asked to “select one” racial category. Mom Harrison chose to select “Black” because she
hoped that her children would be able to contribute to changing the underrepresentation of Black
students in gifted programs.
The messages Mom Harrison received growing up were colorblind. Mom Harrison’s
mother (M-grandma) was intentionally accepting of other races and ethnicities in an effort to
move against the race-related messages of prejudice and discrimination she received (mainly Mgrandma’s father). In addition to messages that “race doesn’t matter,” M-grandma also modeled
the use of Whiteness as a basis for the analysis of Black experiences. For example, M-grandma
applies her White standard of what it means to be open to new experiences to the experiences of
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Dad Harrison’s family. She evaluates his side of the family as somewhat limited in their
openness to new experiences, when in fact, openness is subjective and relative.
Dad. Dad Harrison identifies as African American. The results of the racial identity
measure he completed (MIBI) indicate that his Black identity is less important to his self concept
than it may be for other African Americans. Instead, Dad Harrison values integrating African
American culture with other groups. He feels positively towards his race and emphasizes the
connection between African American culture, mainstream American culture, and similarities
with other oppressed groups. Dad Harrison also values viewing people as humans as opposed to
a belonging to racial groups and generally believes that African Americans are viewed positively
by others.
Despite the fact that Dad Harrison’s race is not as important to his self-concept as it is to
most African Americans, he also indicated an awareness of race as a factor in his life. For
example, he holds the suspicion that diversity issues increase his worth to the company he works
for and makes careful choices about which social events he attends with his wife, and which he
can attend with his Black friends. In addition to having experienced discriminatory comments as
a Black-White interracial couple, Dad expressed that he does not encounter racism on a regular
basis. However, discussions with the family revealed small everyday experiences where race is a
factor. For example, some of his children’s peers find Dad “intimidating.” Dad shared that
because of his stature, people often think he is a football player and are surprised to hear about
his success in corporate employment settings.
Dad Harrison’s mother (P-grandma) was raised to believe that race-related topics are not
to be discussed with children. P-grandma deliberately chose to move to a majority White
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environment for the purpose of exposing her son to that environment. P-grandma communicated
that “Whiteness” indicates success. P-grandma also communicated traditional preparation for
bias messages to her son. She explained that she worries for the safety of her son, her daughterin-law and her grandchildren and encourages the family to be careful in the environments they
select in an effort to avoid racism. Lastly, P-grandma communicates the value of “being flexible”
and being able to survive in varying environments, which coincides with a value held by many
Black executive in corporate employment settings (Bridges & Perotti, 1993). In essence, Pgrandma communicated “Whiteness” and flexibility to her son in an effort to enhance his
chances of economic success.
Additional Factors Influencing Race-Related Messages. For the Harrisons,
socioeconomic status is a strong factor that influences their racial socialization practices. Dad
Harrison explained that it is easier to be in environments that are tolerant of interracial marriage
and biracial children because of the financial resources the family has. The family has the
privilege of being selective in the activities they engage in and Mom and Dad Harrison want
their children to be aware of the financial privileges they are raised with. Colorblind messages in
combination with messages that any advantages or disadvantages the children witness in their
environments are a function of socioeconomic class, justifies the absence of efforts made to
facilitate recreational activities in majority Black or multiculturally diverse environments.
Despite the fact that Dad Harrison received and continues to receive preparation for bias
messages from his mother and warnings about discrimination, there is no evidence from the
current study to suggest that he relays this message to his children. The Harrisons are making an
effort to remove race out of the forefront of awareness for their children. However, the school
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and community environments the children are in provide messages about stereotypes of African
Americans, historic background of the dynamics of race in American society, and also instances
of racism and discrimination. The discrimination their children have experienced included being
the target of racial slurs (Tyrone) and consistent bullying for a Black-White biracial identity
(Queen). Hence, despite the fact that race is a factor in children’s lives, race-related messages are
kept to a minimum in the home environment.
Messages Received by Biracial Children (Research Questions 3a and 3b)
Tyrone Harrison. The community environments Tyrone participates in are with a
majority White peer group. Tyrone explained that he has a close friendship with a soccer
teammate who is also Black-White biracial, but that his best friend is a White male from Bosnia.
On an organizational level, Tyrone’s school has included the value of multicultural competence
into their strategic plan for 2020 (CCPS, 2012), and has recently included statistics in their gifted
programming about students who identify with “two or more races.”
Stereotypes of Black and White races represent a large portion of Tyrone’s understanding
of race, even though Tyrone’s parents encourage a colorblind attitude. On his soccer team,
stereotypes about athletic capability are routine expressions (e.g. comments like, “he’s going so
Black right now” when a soccer player is doing well). In school, Tyrone reported that students
equate intelligence with Whiteness. While Tyrone was in Missouri, there was an incident where
another child called him the “n-word.” There is a discrepancy between the messages Tyrone
receives at home (“race does not matter”) and the message he receives in his community and
school environments about stereotypes and experiences with racism.
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Tyrone expresses his identity as biracial or “mixed.” However, he also seems ambivalent
about how connected he feels to Black culture and wavers between disconnection from his own
identity and Black culture (e.g. his statements that racist jokes and remarks at school about Black
people are not directed towards him) and an intense and threatening awareness that it is a culture
he belongs to (e.g. the incident where another child called him the “n-word” and his preference
for Black music). Tyrone’s was resistant to discussing issues of race with the researcher, which
could be due to his emotional ambivalence about his racial identity. Other possible explanations
for his resistance include a developmental need for privacy and a lack of interest in the topic.
Even though Tyrone appears confident in his academic and athletic talents, he may not feel as
confident in discussing issues of race.
Queen Harrison. All of Queen’s community environments consist of majority White
peer group. She is frequently the only person of African descent among her peers. Later
conversation with Mom Harrison revealed that Mom perceives this as a function of
socioeconomic status, which is a message that Queen has integrated into how she views her
environments. Queen stands out in her environments because of her physical features, race, and
personality. She has integrated “being different” into her self concept, as it is one of the words
she uses to describe herself. Her experience of being different may be reinforced by the fact that
interracial and cross-cultural interactions and relationships are not addressed in her school
environment, while issues and history of monoracial Blacks is included.
Despite the color-blind messages sent and emphasized by her parents, Queen has
demonstrated an attention and understanding of racial dynamics in her environment, which is
evidenced by her volunteering information about the racial make-up of her orchestra group. In
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addition, data collected in Queen’s school environment demonstrated that an affirming and
inclusive curriculum of African Americans and other people of African descent in the Diaspora
and a peer environment that routinely present stereotypes of Blacks through humor. Queen and
her classmates attend to race during their assignments (asking the teacher for the race of one of
William Lloyd Garrison). In addition, Queen encountered several instances of discrimination
based on her biracial identity during her third grade year in Missouri.
Queen rejects strict categories, including the category of “biracial” and experiences all
categories to neglect the complexity of her experience. In her attempt to describe her identity,
Queen utilized nuances included Black, White, biracial, and personality factors. She understands
and has integrated (or is working to integrate) the categories she belongs to (e.g. Black, White,
biracial, gifted), but also resists stereotypes and wants to acknowledge individual personality
factors in her identity. Queen is working to negotiate her identity by actively seeking out a
Black-White biracial adult to assist in her cultural identity formation process (her dance
instructor, Amy). In addition, Queen’s experience of being bullied during her third grade school
year has likely spurred her identity negotiation process. In regards to Queen’s level of selfesteem, all informants who discussed Queen (M-grandma, P-grandma, Amy, and Caroline) and
Queen herself, volunteered information about Queen’s high self-esteem, intelligence, and overall
appropriate adaptation in all of her environments.
Gender Differences
Queen and Tyrone displayed differences in their biracial identity, even though they both
expressed preference of a biracial label. Gender is a factor that is included in Root’s Ecological
metamodel of Biracial Identity (1998) and may present a strong contributing factor to the
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differences presented by Queen and Tyrone. Root (2004) provides a historical perspective on the
changing context for biracial women and describes that the “exotic” status of biracial women
contributes to objectification of biracial women. Rockquemore (2002) used 16 interviews (12
women and 4 men) to explore the influence of gender on Black-White biracial identity. The
results of the interviews show that negative interactions with monoracial Black women were an
important part of the experience for Black-White biracial women. The participants described that
the competition for dating Black men created hostility from monoracial Black women towards
biracial women, mainly because of their light skin, leading Black-White biracial women to reject
Blackness. In addition, Rockquemore found that biracial men do not compete with Black men for
mates the same way that biracial women do. Even though Tyrone and Queen did not share (and
may not have yet encountered) the societal racial messages about preference of certain physical
attributes, these are likely occurrences that will affect them in the future.
The review of the literature concerning gender differences in Black-White biracial
individuals reveals that biracial men are underrepresented in empirical investigations. The
relationship between masculinity and race has not been explored for Black-White biracial males
and represents a needed addition to future studies (see Implications).
Limitations of the Current Study
One limitation of the current study is that the data collected in each layer of the
ecological context may or may not be generalizable to the context as a whole. For example, the
interview conducted with Queen’s teacher may or may not generalize to Queen’s other teachers.
Another limitation of the current study is that the assessment of the home environment of the
family may not be representative of their actual home environment because of their recent move.
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The family asserted that the home environment would not be much different in their permanent
home. Nevertheless, the data of the home environment may not reflect the long-term home
environment.
In addition, the fact that the researcher was not permitted to collect data from peers
represents a gap in the current study. Peers are important for the identity development and in
particular during the adolescent years of the children in this study. Similarly, the researcher may
not have had access to other influential environments of the family. For example, the family
enjoyed a one-week vacation during the time span of data collection that may have yielded
important findings. However, the limitations and boundaries of the current stud did not allow the
researcher to join the family on their vacation.
Implications
The ethnographic methodology utilized in the current study revealed data that would not
have been available in traditional research methods that utilize one or two sources of information
(e.g. only Black-White biracial individuals themselves or only interracial parents) and self-report
measures and interviews. When asked about race-related experiences, the Harrison family
reported that it is not a topic of discussion and that they do not communicate about race.
However, through observation in community and school environments and continued
engagement with the family, the researcher discovered that race-related events occur, but that the
Harrison family does not think of those occurrences when asked. A prominent example of this
was Queen’s interaction with Amy. Amy’s efforts to provide racial socialization messages are
intentional and deliberate, but were not something that Queen’s parents or Queen herself were
aware of in a way that would have allowed either of them to share it with the researcher.
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One of the major limitations of previous studies was the lack of holistic investigations.
The current study addressed this limitation and revealed the importance of assessing community
environments and extended family attitudes when examining issues of identity. Many studies
have explored the influence of the school environment, and the current study supports the
importance of inclusion of the school environment in biracial identity investigations. However,
few studies have accessed community environments or extended family members to inform their
conclusions. The racial messages genogram conducted for this study to assess the messages sent
in extended family context, and further understand the racial identities of parents, highlighted
how the racial histories and identities of the parents influence the messages they send to their
children about race. In addition, a major influence on Queen’s racial identity development, Amy,
is a member of her community environment, which is traditionally not assessed.
Implications for Practice. The results of the current study indicate several points of
interest for practicing psychologists including professionals who engage in multicultural training
and clinical services for biracial individuals and multiracial families. For one, exploration of the
school environment revealed that discussion of race-related topics as they relate to interracial or
cross-cultural relationships may deserve separate attention in multicultural education for
teachers. The teacher interviewed for the current study reported a heightened sense of discomfort
with discussing interracial families, even more so than discussing cultural issues related to
monoracial populations. The school system’s plan to provide training to increase multicultural
competence would likely benefit from providing information and skills to discuss interracial
topics. Further, the teacher’s ability to discuss and acknowledge interracial relationships would
provide a socialization messages that is inclusive and affirming of biracial individuals, regardless
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of the identity label they choose. Even for biracial individuals who choose a monoracial label, an
affirming stance towards the racial composition of their family has the potential to decrease
stigma and increase wellbeing.
Several researchers and practitioners have made recommendations for clinical work with
biracial individuals and interracial families. Advice to parents and teachers who are working with
biracial children include acknowledgement of possible negative societal reactions biracial
children may endure because of their racial heritage (Hud-Aleem & Countryman, 2008),
encouragement of children to discuss their racial heritage with their parents, including an
acknowledgement that the parents’ racial heritage is different from that of their children,
providing opportunities to develop relationships with peers from many different living in
integrated neighborhoods, and identify the family as an interracial unit (Poston, 1990). The
current study supports the above recommendations. However, questions remain about how to
provide parents with this information. The study with the Harrison family revealed that even in a
family of highly educated parents of high socioeconomic status, these practices are not used.
Mom and Dad Harrison did not in any way prepare their children for bias, do not actively
encourage discussions about race (but also do not discourage it), and do not actively seek out
environments for their children to socialize with more diverse peers.
Other researchers have outlined specific clinical strategies for working with interracial
families. Kenney (2012) asserts that therapists should have knowledge of the historical and
sociopolitical context of interracial couples in the United States. In addition, the current study
supports exploration of specific regional dynamics (regional history of race-relations). In the
current study, it was discovered that there is a recent push for increased multicultural
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competence and awareness in the school system and the county that the family lives in. Such
findings can be used to help the family navigate their immediate environment.
In addition, Kenney (2002) suggests that understanding the cultural backgrounds of the
parents is important to explore in therapy. The current study supports this suggestion, but also
provides evidence for the utility of adding an assessment of the ideological stances of parents to
help conceptualize the family. Root has also suggested the importance of exploring the extent to
which the extended family accepts the interracial family (Root, 2002). The current study also
provides evidence that practitioners should attempt to go beyond assessing acceptance versus
non-acceptance of interracial families, when discussing extended family. Facilitating a family’s
understanding of the race-related experiences and histories of the extended family can help
conceptualize the family. The racial messages genogram used in this study has the potential to be
a useful tool in therapy.
Narrative approaches to therapy with biracial individuals have been suggested by Pedrotti
(2008) and Rockquemore and Laszloffy (2003). The authors suggest encouraging clients to tell
their racial identity as a story as opposed to choosing a label and facilitating a therapeutic process
by which the individuals learn to externalize any conflict they may experience to the societal
construction of race and the historic dynamics that have created the current racial messages in
their environment. The current study suggests that it is also important to include socioeconomic
factors in the narrative exploration of biracial identity. For the Harrison family, socioeconomic
status provided a vehicle to avoid racial topics. It is important for clinicians to assess the role
socioeconomic status plays in the racial messages chosen by parents.
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Further, the ethnographic design of the study proved to be a valuable approach, in
particular to inform clinical work with biracial individuals. The holistic nature of the study
demonstrates and informs the breadth of knowledge necessary for clinicians to develop and
deliver therapeutic interventions.
Implications for Future Research. The research methodology and techniques used for
the current study proved useful in answering the research questions. Future studies should make
efforts to include multiple sources of information and observational techniques when assessing
biracial identity. Counseling and clinical psychologists in particular are equipped with tools and
skills to conduct this type of research. The interviewing techniques, discovery of themes, and
conceptualization of identity through ecological perspectives are a natural fit to the clinical skills
that counseling and clinical psychologists are trained in. Even though traditional psychological
research techniques maintain their utility (survey and experimental designs) psychologists are
strongly encouraged to broaden research techniques to include observational data and
ethnographic designs such as the current study.
The current study also produced two areas for future studies to further understand BlackWhite biracial identity. For one, the relationship between masculinity and race has not been
explored for Black-White biracial males and is an area in need of research. The differences in
biracial identity discovered in the siblings for this study may or may not be related to gender
differences. Many of the explanations for gender differences in the existing literature explain this
difference through the competitive nature of dating, which neither of the children in the current
study have experienced nor shared experiencing.
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Second, the important role of socioeconomic status on racial socialization messages in
the family of the current study warrants further investigation. For this family, it appears that
socioeconomic status was utilized as a form of protection from discrimination, but was only
limitedly successful, as both children encountered discrimination and stereotypes. Similar to the
investigation conducted by Townsend et al. (2012), where racial identification was explored
across socioeconomic background, a more in-depth exploration of this variable is necessary to
facilitate an understanding of class and race-related messages sent to Black-White biracial
individuals.
Conclusion
The current study addressed the limitations in the research with Black-White biracial
individuals. For one, the holistic, ethnographic approach demonstrated that importance of
acquiring data other than self-report to understand racial identity development. Second, the study
demonstrated the multi-layered complexity of race-related messages. The Black-White biracial
children in this study received different messages at home, in school, and in their community
environments. Only through understanding all messages, can a researcher or clinician completely
understand and conceptualize the process of Black-White biracial identity development and
racial socialization. The study also demonstrates the importance of thinking of individuals in the
context of their environment, and the necessity of considering all ecological levels that directly
and indirectly impact an individual.
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Appendix A
Interview Protocol for Interviews with Parents
Questions for both parents together:
1. Tell me about your experiences as parents of biracial children.
a. What experiences have you had with other people and organizations regarding
acceptance of interracial families?
b. Have you discovered any differences and similarities in beliefs, values, or behaviors
between you and your spouse that have influenced your parenting strategies?
2. Have there been any significant events in your family that you think influenced your child’s
perception of his or her race and influenced their racial identity development?
a. At school? How was your child’s race determined in school?
b. During extracurricular activities?
c. At church (if applicable)?
3. How do you communicate about race to your child? What messages are you trying to
convey?
4. What recommendations do you have for how society and the school might contribute to
experiences that may increase the vitality, productivity, and happiness of biracial students?
Questions for mother:
1. Can you tell me how you developed your own racial identity?
a. How did your parents communicate about race to you?
b. Has your extended family been supportive of your interracial relationship?
c. Let’s talk about the survey you filled out (WRAIS). How was that for you?
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2. How have your past experiences been with Black people?
a. What do you want to teach your children based on these experiences?
3. Can you tell me about an experiences where you’ve observed racism?
4. What does it mean to you to be White?
Questions for father:
1. Can you tell me how you developed your own racial identity? How important is your racial
identity to who you are as a person?
a. How did your parents communicate about race to you?
b. Has your extended family been supportive of your interracial relationship?
c. Let’s talk about the survey you filled out (MIBI). How was that for you?
2. Tell me about your connections to other Black people and how that plays a role in your life.
3. How have your past experiences been with White people?
a. What do you want to teach your children based on these experiences?
b. Have you experienced racism? If so, can you tell me more about that?
4. What does it mean to you to be Black?
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Appendix B
Interview Protocol for Interviews With Children
1. Tell me about your family.
2. What do you say when someone asks you what your racial/ethnic background is? Why?
3. What do your parents tell you about “being Black” or “being White” or “being biracial?”
4. What have you liked about being of mixed racial heritage? What has been hard about it?
5. Have you experienced anyone saying anything to you because of your skin color or race?
6. What else have you heard about being Black, White or biracial?
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Appendix C
Interview Protocol for Interviews with Teachers
1. How did you become a teacher?
2. Tell me about the multicultural aspects of the curriculum?
a. Do you include a discussion of race and ethnicity in the classroom? If so, how? If
not, why is that?
b. Are you comfortable talking about race in the classroom?
3. What is your racial/ethnic background?
4. What is ____________’s racial/ethnic background?
5. ____________’s mother is White and his father is Black. Have you had any discussions
in class that involved people of mixed racial heritage?
6. How do you think _____________ would respond if I asked him/her about his/her racial
or ethnic identity? What would he/she say?
7. How do you see ____________ interacting with his peers? Do you think race has
anything to do with it? How?
8. Has anything race-related ever happened here (in the school context)?

*Blank spaces are where the researcher would insert the child’s name.
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Appendix D
Interview Protocol for Interviews with Community Members

1. How long have you known _______________?
2. Do you interact with ___________’s parents?
3. What is your racial/ethnic background?
4. What is ____________’s racial/ethnic background?
5. How do you think _____________ would respond if I asked him/her about his/her racial
or ethnic identity? What would he/she say?
6. How do you see ____________ interacting with his peers? Do you think race has
anything to do with it? How?
7. Has anything race-related ever happened here (in the context of the community event)?

*Blank spaces are where the researcher would insert the child’s name.
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Appendix F

Interview Protocol for Interviews with Extended Family
1. Please tell me about your experiences being a parent to _________________________* while
he/she was growing up.
2. Have there been any significant events in your family that you think influenced
_____________’s perception of his or her race and influenced their racial identity development?
a. At school? How was your child’s race determined in school?
b. During extracurricular activities?
c. At church (if applicable)?
5. How did you communicate about race to ____________? What messages were you trying to
convey?
6. Can you tell me about your relationship with _____________ now?
7. Tell me about your relationship with ____________________ **

* Names of the family member will be inserted here. For example, if I am speaking with the
paternal grandmother of the children, the blank space would be filled with the father’s name.
** This question is intended to capture the extended family member’s perception of “the other
side of the family.” So for example, if the extended family member is the paternal grandmother
of the children, I would ask how relationship is with her daughter in law and that side of the
family.
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